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• SUMMARY
A theoreticalwing-jet interactiontheory is presented for predicting
the ground effects for upper-surface-blowingconfigurations. The formulation
predicts the variation of circulationforces and jet reaction forces in ground
proximityas a functionof ground height. The predictedresults agree well
ao
with availableexperimentaldata. It is shown that the wing-alone theory is










c mean aerodynamic chord I •
CD drag coefficient
Q
c£ sectional lift coefficient
lift coefficient
ACp lifting pressure coefficient
CT propulsive thrust coefficient
C jet momentum coefficient
U
D equivalent jet diameter
e
h ground height of wing aerodynamic center
hI ground height of mean surface on which the vortexis distributed•
h' ground height of USB flap hinge
_,j,k unit vector in the x, y, and z directions
characteristic jet length which is assumed to rotate
c rigidly in ground proximity
M Mach number
n,s coordinates normal and along the jet surface, respectively
^
n unit normal vector
s length of the approximately straight portion of the Jet "
C
T ffi_/ 0_
u,v,w inducedvelocity componentsin the x,y, and z directions,
respectively•
V velocity
x,y,z rectangularcoordinatesystemwith positive x-axis pointing






_. jet deflection angle out of ground effect
J
_ jet deflected angle in ground effect
J




_w = _ COS
nondimensional velocity potential
nondimensional additional velocity potential due to jet interaction
p density







wj wing flow with jet Mach number
wo wing flow with freestream Math number
• _ circulation
freestream or free air
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2_ Introduction
Recent investigations of ground effect on aerodynamic characteristics
have been stimulated by the interest in powered-lift STOL airplanes. Gratzer
and Mahal (Ref. i) have concluded from analyzing experimental data and theore-
tical study that the powered-lift ground effects will generally be adverse,
Oa
i.e. with substantial lift loss. Early wind-tunnel data on augmentor wing
and externally-blown-flap (EBF) configurations have also indicated adverse ,_
ground effect. However, the opposite has been found from flight tests of
Augmentor Wing Aircraft C-8A and EBF aircraft YC-15. This disagreement of
wind-tunnel and flight data has prompted Campbell, Hassell and Thomas (Ref. 2)
to examine carefully the wind-tunnel data. They found that most of the dis-
agreement could be traced to the wind-tunnel models which were not representative
of the aircraft in wing sweep, taper ratio, flap angle, etc. and to the different
operating lift coefficients. When a correct YC-14 model with upper-surface
blowing (USB) was tested, generally favorable ground effect has been obtained,
except at high angles of attack (Ref. 3).
In an effort to study theoretically the ground effect of the jet flap and
EBF configurations, Gratzer and Mahal (Ref. i) employed the conventional vortex-
lattice method with flat wake tosimulate the wing circulation lift. They in-
dicated that if the jet reaction lift is less than 30% of the total lift, the
wlng-alone method of ground effect analysis without directly representing the
jet is valid. Stevens and Wingrove (Ref. 4) used a simple horseshoe vortex to
predict the ground effects of augmentor wing C-8A and EBF aircraft YC-15 and
found that the predicted increase in lift in ground proximity is generally less
than that obtained from flight tests. An accurate 3-D thin jet flap theory was
presented in Ref. 5. Some ground-effect calculations using that theory was
given in Ref. 6. The predicted list is in general higher than the experimental
values. No theoretical methods for USB configurations in ground effect are
available, however. 4
The main purpose of the present investigation is to extend the USB
jet-wing interaction theory reported in Ref. 7 to treat the ground effect
problem and to present some calculated results.
3. Theoretical Formulation
For the present analysis, the basis assumptions made in Ref. 7 are still
valid. That is, i) the unperturbed jet flow and freestream are uniform, and
the perturbed flow field in each region is governed by the Prandtl-Glauert
equation with Mach number M° or Mj, for the freestream and the jet flow,
respectively; 2) the jet is of constant shape and at a small deflection angle;
and 3) the effects of fuselage, nacelle, and wing thickness are not included.
The boundary conditions require that the jet surface be a stream surface and
the static pressure be continuous across it, in addition to the usual wing
surface tangency condition. To account for the difference in M and M., theo 3
linearized problem is regarded as the sum of the wing-alone flow field and the
additional flow field due to jet interaction. The aforementioned boundary
conditions-- jet stream surface condition, jet surface static pressure continuity
and the wing tangency condition, in the linearized form in free air, are given
by, respectively (see Ref. 7),
_ - __ Vo"& i "_---__ _ (l)
"_I'£ T(,,x'y - - -- (2)• _s _._ _s + T(v"')_ _s
" _@o (3)
"az
where the subscripts (o,j) denote the outer flow and the jet flow, respectively,
is the additional nondimensional vilocity potential due to jet interaction and
A
the wing-alone velocity potential. Vo is the freestream velocity vector and
(_, $) the unit vectors normal and along the _jet surface, respectively. With
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^ ^ ^ ^
shallow jet approximation, n = k and e = i.
In addition,
(4)
/J = jx _oso4
> = v=/v_. (5)
In Eqs. (i) and (2), Two and _wj are the wing-alone velocity potentials °.
satisfying the wing surface tangency conditions:
-.._ .._.
-_,_(M_)_ "az_ +_o< (7)
The above problem has been solved with the vortex distribution on wing and
jet surfaces through the quasi-vortex-lattice method (QVLM) (Ref. 8). The
jet flap effect within the present thick-jet formulation and the Coanda jet
reaction forces have also been included (Ref. 7). The total aerodynamic
characteristics are obtained through integrating the calculated pressure
distribution.
In ground proximity, the additional boundary condition of no flow-through
at the ground plane can be satisfied by using image vortex distribution with
opposite circulation as illustrated in Fig. I. In Fig. (la), the
z #
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(a) (b) Mean Surfaces
Figure i. Geometry and Vortex Distribution in Ground Proximity 6
ground height h is assumed to be measured from the wing aerodynamic center
or some reference point. Fig. (ib) shows that in the present linearized
theory, the location of the wing mean surface is taken to be at hI , where hI
is the ground height of 3/4 chord point of the mean aerodynamic chord for
clean configuration as indicated in Ref. 9, and is taken to be the ground
height of the trailing edge of the mean aerodynamic chord for configurations
, with flap deflection, latter choice is to account approximately for the
larger wake deflection associated with flap deflection. The induced velocities
on the wing and jet surfaces due to the physical wing and jet vortices are
calculated in the usual manner as shown in Ref. (7). The effects of the image
vortices are twofold. Firstly, they will induce upwash on the physical wing
and jet surfaces. Let _t be the velocity vector induced by image horseshoe
vortices at a given pQint on the wing:
= +
As shown in Fig.(la), the unit normal vector on the Wing surface is given by
It follows that the upwash induced by the image vortex is
= + + (10)
Although ui@ is a second-order term, its retention improves the accuracy
(Ref. 9). As can be seen from Fig. !, this backwash term ui@ is to produce
downwash on the wing if @ is positive, thus reducing the loading. This is
. consistent with the 2-D solution given by Woods (Ref. i0):
c
where the second-order term in m is to reduce the lift coefficient. In Eq. (ll),
inside the brackets is the same as @ in the present formulation. Flight test
results also indicate the same trend (Ref. 4). Eq. (i0) is to be incorporated
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into the left-hand side of Eqs. (i) and (3) and also the wing-alone problem
Eqs. (6) and (7). Similarly, the image-induced x-perturbatlon velocity
will be included in Eq. (2). Note that only _o _o and _o
are affected by the image vortices. Secondly, the image wing and jet vortices
will induce backwash on the wing to reduce the freestream velocity. Thus,
once the vortex strengths have been calculated by satisfying the boundary "_
conditions with ground effect, the lifting pressure will be given by
= z (i+ (12)
where ui is the backwash induced by the image vortices and is usually negative.
The wing vortex density Yw is the sum of wing-alone vortex density and the
additional vortex density due to jet interaction. The term involving ui in
Eq. (12) is again a second-order term.
The special features described above for the ground effect are concerned
o
o
only with wing circulation loading. Examination of some available USB force
data (Ref. ii) indicates that the lift component of the jet reaction will be
decreased as the aircraft approaches the ground. This implies that the USB
Jet deflection angle will be reduced if the ground height is small. This
possibility has also been suggested by May and Bean (Ref. 3). The fundamental
idea behind this concept is that as the nearly rectangular jet impinges on the
ground, the increase in the upstream static pressure would force the jet to
deform further in the downstream direction. Since the jet deflection angle is
not constrained in the USB case, it would be decreased to accommmodate the stronger
jet-cross flow interaction in ground proximity. Since the exact theory for
this phenomenon is certainly complicated and is not available at the present time,
the following empirical theory will be used for the present purpose.
Because of the similarity between the present case and a round jet in the
cross flow, Margason's formula for the round jet trajectory (Ref. 12) will be
used as a first step:
Differentiating Eq. (13) with respect to z gives
a _ T, ¢,.o_
where T = _ / _ . At this point, it is assumed that the jet possesses
a characteristic length. When it touches the ground, the reduction of the jet
deflection angle becomes possible. This characteristic length will be calculated
-i
as follows. First, the two terms on the right hand side of Eq. (14) are
equated and solved for z which will be denoted by z'c. Note that the first term
represents the effect of cross flow interaction. Thus,
T (15)
When this expression is used to check against the experimental data on a
round jet, see for example, Fig. 12 of Ref. 13, it indicates approximately the
straight portion of a deformed jet. However, Eq. (15) shows that at 8j = 90 °,
the straight portion of the jet will vanish. This is not so according to the
experimental data. Therefore, Eq. (15) is to be adjusted for correct representa-
tion at 8. = 90 =. In addition, two more assumptions are made. First, the
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characteristics of the USB jet for the present purpose, i.e., _ and T, will be
evaluated at the USB flap hinge, and will be denoted by _ and T. They will be
obtained by the method shown in Ref. 14 for a turbulent round jet. The diameter
D in Eq. (15) is taken to be the equivalent round jet diameter De at the USB
flap hinge. Second, Unlike a round jet in a uniform cross flow, the USB jet
- is subject to the interference of wing flow field and the uniform freestream. It
is assumed that the jet angle to be used in Eq. (15) is the average of 8j and 8j +
_, to be denoted by 3.:J
I
= +
Accounting for the above assumptions, Eq. (15) becomes
-€"T 9
where the constant 0.135 is obtained by correlating with the experimental
data shown on Fig. 12 of Ref. 13 with _. = 90°. The length of the approximately
3




When a length of jet equal to Sc is assumed rigid and, if it touches the ground,
would be forced to rotate in the downstream direction to reduce the jet angle,
it is found that the results are quite reasonable except when _ is small, i.e.
when the freestream velocity is low compared with the jet velocity. This can
m
be seen from Eqs. (17) and (18). For small _, z'c and sc would be large. For
a given ground height, the resulting jet angle would be small. Therefore, the
characteristic length mentioned above will he defined as
= st , _l/_7" _/ I (19b)
where CI is a constant to be determined after correlationwith experiment. (CI
is finally chosen to be 19.2). The jet deflection angle _'j in ground proximity
is then given by
4'I
.(2o)
where h' is the ground height of the USB flap hinge. Of course, if _c does not
reach the ground, the jet angle is assumed to be unchanged. The ccrresponding





Figure 2. Geometry for Determining the Jet Deflection Angle i0
in Ground Proximity
4. Numerical Results and Discussions _!
As indicated above, the present formulation is based on the quasi-vortex-
lattice method. To check its accuracy, some predicted results for lift curve
and moment curve slopes for rectangular wings are compared with Saunders'
(Ref. 15) in Fig. 3. Saunders' method is based on the kernel function technique.
It is seen that the agreement between the present method and Saunders' is quite
good. The theoretical results also agree quite well with experimental data
given in Ref. 16. Since the operation of aircraft in ground proximity usually
involves the deflected flaps, their influence on the magnitude of the ground
effect must be assessed. Gratzer and Mahal (Ref. I) have presented some results
showing the influence of various configuration parameters On the aerodynamic
characteristics in ground effect. Fig. 4 shows the comparison of the present
results with Gratzer and Mahal's for a tapered wing of aspect ratio 8.0 and
sweep angle 30 °. Note that the conventional vortex-lattice method was used
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Figure 3. Comparison of Predicted Lift Curve Slope and Moment
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Rectangular Wings in Ground Effect•
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The present thick-jet program is also applicable to the thin jet flap
theory with appropriate changes as indicated in Ref. 7. Some predicted
results for a full-span thin jet flap on a rectangular wing of aspect ratio
8.3 are compared with those given in Ref. 6 and experiment (Ref. 17) in Fig. 5.
The agreement between theories is excellent. However, the experimental data
•_ show large adverse ground effect not predicted by the theory. Although some
flow mechanisms responsible for the discrepancy have been discussed in Ref. 6,
one important possible reason: is that the experimental data are not reliable
because a fixed ground plane was used in the test set-up. According to Turner's
criterion discussed and applied in Ref. 2, a moving ground board would have to
be used under the high lift conditions investigated.
-- __.ff.f_ 1 . . . _ 7 . L" ...... 7 " ..- .....Z
,:_=._:._-:-. " i" -Z.:i-i: i .:i-i" " i.! ;:... : ... "
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Figure 5. Comparison of Predicted Ground Effect for a Rectangular
Wing of A = 8.3 with Full-Span Thin Jet Flap.
C = 3,0, _ = 0°, _. = 55°.
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Published data for USB configurations in ground effect are scarce.
Some YC-14 data are given in Ref. 3. These data are for a complete configuration
including the fuselage and horizontal tail which are not modelled in the present
program. Since the actual jet deflection angle 6. in free air is not available,
J
and since the correct free-air CL is important in predicting the ground effect,
5. is taken to be a value so that at _=2°,the lift coefficient in free air will ""
0
match as closely as possible the experimental value. This is based on the assump-
tion that at _ = 2°, the tail contribution to the total lift is small. Using
the data at = = 2° with CT = 2.0 in landing configuration for correlation to find
the constant CI in Eq. (19.a), it is found that CI = 19.2 will provide the best
over-all results. The predicted lift curves are compared with experimental data
in Fig. 6 for the YC-14 landing configuration (thrust recovery efficient n = 0.9)
and Fig. 7 for the takeoff configuration _ = 1.0). It should be noted that the
theoretical CL is obtained by adding the predicted incremental CL due to ground
effect to the experimental free-air values. It is seen from Fig. 6 that the
predicted ground effect for the landing configuration agrees well with experi-
ment. For the takeoff configuration in which the USB flaps are retracted, the
ground effect at CT = 1.0 is underpredicted by the theory.
Another set of available USB ground effect data is given in Ref.ll. The
predicted results are compared with the experimental data in landing configura-
tions in Fig. 8. The free-air deflection angle is taken to be 42 °, Also shown
in Fig. 8 is the dashed curve predicted by the QVLM without the jet. In the
u
latter case, the angle of attack is taken to be such that the free-air CL can
be correctly obtained and the jet reaction lift is assumed to be unchanged from
the free-air value. It is seen that the present USB theory predicts the ground
effect quite well. According to the theory, the jet deflection angle starts
to be reduced at about h/b = 0.3 and the decrease in lift is mainly due to this
reduction in jet deflection angle, which, of course will slightly affect the
circulation lift also. The wing-alone method, which has been used in Refs. i
14
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and 4 to predict the ground effect of the external-blown flap and augmentor-
wing configurations, is seen to be incapable of predicting the ground effect
of USB configurations. As shown in Fig. 9, the wing-alone theory does not
predict the large increase in circulation lift predicted by the USB theory
when the ground is approached. In addition to the difference in circulation
m_
distribution, one important mechanism is that the USB theory predicts less
backwash on the wing due to the image vortex system. This is illustrated in .-
Fig. lb. As usual, the image wing vortices will induce backwash on the
physical wing. However, the image jet vortices will either induce backwash
(from surface 2) or increase the longitudinal velocity (from surface I). In
general, the effect of jet surface i is dominant because it is closer to
the physical wing and the vortex strength is much larger. Therefore, the
net backwash due to the image vortex system for the same free-air CL is re-
duced.
o 4 - .......................................... i-.........................
-.-_--- -_ T
....... L ..... ; .... " ........... " "- i ....
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Figure 9. Comparison of Circulation Lift In
Ground Effect Predicted by USB Jet Theory
and Wing-Alone Theory for the Configuration
of Figure 8.
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\The conclusion from the results presented above is that for a given USB
configuration with a given thrust coefficient, the important parameters affecting
the lift in ground effect are the pitch attitude angle and the jet deflection
angle in free air. Large angles of both may decrease the lift in ground proxim-
ity. For given angles of both, there is a ground height at which the lift is
maximum. °
In Reference 4, typical results for the Augmentor Wing Research Aircraft
C-8A exhibiting dynamic ground effect have been presented. It is shown that
the ground effect is slightly more positive in descending flight than in as-
cending flight and there is an abrupt lift loss during the change of flight path.
From the viewpoint of the present theoretical formulatiQn, the phenomenon may be
explained as follows. In descending flight, the pitch attitude angle for this
aircraft is negative (Ref. 18) so that the backwash produced by the image vortices
contributes to the upwash and hence, higher lift, as shown in Eq. (i0). The
opposite is true in ascending flight, in which the pitch attitude angle can be
more than 20 °. Of course, the flap angle is also changed in the transition. If
the time history of the pitch attitude angle and the flap angle is known, it
may be possible to predict this dynamic ground effect based on the quasi-steady
approximation.
5. Conclusions
The ground effects on a USB configuration may involve changes in both the
circulation forces and the jet reaction forces. In this report, a theoretical
formulation to predict these effects has been presented. The predicted results
• agree well with available experimental data. The theory indicates that a
positive pitch attitude angle will contribute to a reduction in lift. It is also
shown that thewing-alone method is not capable of predicting the ground effect
of a USB configuration.
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/Appendix Instructions on the Usage of the Computer Program and Program
Listing.
The present computer program is a modified version of Ref. 19 by incorp-
orating the ground effect calculation and the thin jet flap theory. __herefore,
the program capabilities and limitations described in Ref. 19 are still applicable.
The Inputlnstructions are described in the following.
The program is written in Fortran language and runs on CDC Cyber 175




Group i. Format i3A6 I card
Any title identifying the cases to be run.
Group 2. Format 4 (6X,14) i card
ICASE Numer of cases to be run.
NG = 0 if all cases have the same geometry other than
the angle of attack. ""
= i if new configurations or different freestream-
jet velocity ratios are to be treated.
ISYM = 0 for a centered jet
= I, otherwise.
NGRD = 0 without ground effect.
i in ground effect
Group 3. Format 8FI0.5 I card
AMI Mach number of the freestream
AM2 Mach number of the jet flow
VMU Freestream velocity divided by jet velocity.
TEMP Jet static absolute temperature divided by freestream
static absolute temperature. Assumed to be the same as
ratio of freestream density and jet density.
ALP Angle of attack in degrees.
XEL X-coordinate of the wing L.E. at the jet centerline.
XET X-coordinate of the wing T.E. at the jet centerline.
Note: If the thrust coefficient is given, VMUmay be computed as
V. 2CT (Sw/2) 1/2




where CT= thrust coefficient
SW = wing area used to define CT-
A. = jet cross-sectional area
3
When the thrust coefficient is computed with the static thrust, the
following formula for Vj/V is preferred:
V. CT (Sw/2) 1/2
_I = [ ]
V= 2A.(pj/p_)3
If the nozzle pressure ratio, Pt,j/p=, is given, the following isentropic
relations may be used.
M_= 2 (_y-i i]
3 Y----_[ P_ )Y -







] 3 Tj 1/2
Group 4. Format 4FI0.5 i card
• HEIGHT Ground height of wing aerodynamic center.
ATT Pitch attitude angle in degrees
XAC x-coordinate of wing aerodynamic center or the
' reference point about which the ground height is measured•
XHG x-coordinate of USB flap hinge• If the USB flap is not
deflected, the trailing edge of the USB flap may be used.
Note: The above four variables may be set to 0. if NGRD = 0.
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Group 5. Format 2(6X, 14) 5FI0.5 1 card
NFP Number of flap sections,includingthe jet span.
A maximum of five flap sectionsmay be input.
NJP Numericalorder of the jet span among the NFP sections.
DF(1) Flap deflection angles in degrees for the flap sections.
I=i, NFP
Group 6. Format 8F10.5 1 card
HALFSW One half of the referencewing area.
CREF Referencechord
TWIST Difference in angles of attack at the tip and the root
in deg. Negative for washout.
TWISTR Incidenceangle of the root chord in degrees.
XJ X, Y, and Z-coordinates of the midpoint of the jet cross-
YJ section at the exit.
zJ
RJ Jet radius.
Note: The last four variables are needed only for over-wing-blowing applicat-
ions. They may be any non-zero numbers for USB applications,unless
the rectangular jet is not on the wing surface and the entrainmentis
to be accountedfor, or the ground effect is to be calculated. For
the latter cases, these variablesare used to define the equivalent
circularjet.
Group 7. Format 7FI0.5 i card
TEANGL Trailing-edgehalf angle of the airfoil at the jet center-
line in deg. For USB applications,it may be arbitrary.
PTIAL = 0. for clean or full-spanflap configuration
= i. for partial-spanflap deflection.
USB = I. for USB applications.
= 2. for thin jet flap theory 26
= 0. for OWB applications
CAMLER L.E. camber slope at the root leading edge.
CAMLET L.E. camber slope at the tip leading edge.
CAMTER T.E. camber slope at the root trailing edge.
CAMTET T.E. camber slope at the tip trailing edge.
Note: For USB applications, TEANGL may be any value. If the camber ordinates
are to be read in, the leading edge and trailing edge camber slopes may
be arbitrary numbers.
Note: The following card must be omitted for OWB applications.
Group 8. Format 4FI0.5 i card
CMU Jet thrust coefficient
DFJ Jet deflection angle in degrees at the trailing edge relative
to the chord line. At small flap angles, it may be taken as
the sum of flap angle and the airfoil trailing edge half angle.
At large flap angles, experimental values should be used.
TNJ = 0. if the entrainment is not to be accounted for. Usually
this is the case if the jet is on the wing surface.
= i. if the entrainment due to an equivalent round jet is to
be accounted for when a rectangular jet is no___tton the wing
surface.
DTEST = i. if the USB jet deflection angle is to be modified by the
program in ground effect.
= 0., otherwise.
Group 9. Format 8(6X, 14) i card
NC Number of spanwise sections. A natural way of dividing a planform
into sections is to follow lines of discontinuity, such as edges
of partial-span flap, jet boundaries, wing edge discontinuities,
etc. NC is limited to 8.
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MI(1) Number of vortex strips in each spanwise section, plus
one.
• Minimum value for each is 3. Maximum for each Mi(1) is 31.
I=I,NC The total number of spanwise strips is limited to 30.
Group i0. 5(6X, 14) i card
B-
NJW(1) The numerical order of the flap and jet spans among
I=I,NFP the spanwise sections. ..
Group Ii. 5(6X, 14) i card
NW(1) Number of chordwise vortex elements in each chordwise section.
NW(2) The planform is divided into chordwise sections according
NW(3) to such lines of discontinuity as jet exit, flap hinge, etc.
If there is only one section, SET NW(2) = NW(3) = O. For 2
sections, SET NW(3) = 0.
ICAM = i if the camber ordinates of the airfoils are to be read in.
dZ
C
= 0, otherwise. In this case, the camber functions (-_--x_ )
in close-form expressions are to be inserted manually into
subprograms ZCR(x) and ZCT(X), the root chord and tip chord
camber functions, respectively.
IM Number of camber ordinates to be read in. (Limited to eleven).
Arbitrary if ICAM = 0.
Note: Group 12 must be deleted if ICAM = 0.
Group 12. Format 8FI0.5 4 or 8 cards,
XT(I,J), J=I,IM Non-dimensionalx-coordinates to define root camber.
ZC(I,J),J=I,IM Non-dimensional camber ordinates of the root chord. "
XT(2,J),J=I,IM Non-dimensional x-coordinates to define tip camber.
ZC(2,J),J=I,IM Non-dimensional camber ordinates of the tip chord.
Group 13. Format 6FI0.5 i card for each wing section.
XXL(1) x-coordinate of the leading edge of the inboard boundary chord
of a given spanwise section.
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XXT(1) x-coordinate of the trailing edge of the inboard boundary
chord of the same spanwise section.
YL(1) y-coordinate of the inboard boundary chord.
XXL(2) x-coordinate of the leading edge of the outboard boundary
chord of the same spanwise section.
- t
XXT(2) x-coordinate of the trailing edge of the outboard boundary
_o chord.
YL(2) y-coordinate of the outboard boundary chord.
Group 14. Format 6(6X, 14), i card
NNJ Number of jet sections.
Note: The jet region above or on the wing must be divided
into streamwise sections by following the divided planform
pattern. It is important to start the jet sections always
from the wing leading edge even if the jet exft is downstream
of the leading edge. The only exception is when the jet exit
is at the trailing edge. In this case, NNJ=I and the jet
section starts from the trailing edge. NNJ is limited to 4.
NSJ = Number of jet circumferential strips minus one for a non-
centered jet (always use odd numbers).
= Number of jet circumferential strips on the half jet plus
one for a centered jet (always use even numbers).
NCJ(1), Number of streamwise vortex elements in each section• There
• I=I,NNJ should be NNJ numbers. For those jet sections above the
wing, these numbers should agree with the corresponding
numbers of wing vortices. See NW(1). NW(2), NW(3) in Group. ll.
Note: Group 15 must be deleted for USB applications




XXL(2) Coordinates of bounding chords of the jet section
XXT(2) projected on the x-y plane. For definition, see Group 13.
YL(2)
Note: Group 16 is to be deleted for OWB applications.
Group 16. Format 4FI0.5 (4xNNJ) cards.
XXL(1) Coordinates of the bounding lines defining the ""
XXT(1) rectangular jet sections in USB applications.
YL(1) They are the x-coordinates of the leading and
ZL(1) trailing edges, the y-coordinate and the z-
1=1,..,4 coordinate of the bounding line. The 4 stream-
wise edges of each section are defined in the clockwise
order (facing upstream), starting from the inboard lower
bounding line. There are 4 cards foreach jet section.
The jet section behind the trailing edge, (trailing jet
section), should be at least one local chord in length for
thick jet applications and two local chord in length for
thin jet flap theory.
Note: If ICASE > i and NG = i, Groups 3-16 are to be repeated.
Group 17. Format FI0.5 (ICASE-I) cards
ALP angles of attack in degrees. These cards are to be included
only if additional angles of attack for the same configuration
and VMU (NG=0 ,NGRD=0) are to be run.
Note: The read statements for the input data in group 3 thru group 16 can be
found in subroutine "GEOMTY" of the program listing along with a short
definition of the parameters to be read in. The read statements for
groups l, 2, and 17 along with the corresponding parameter definitions
can be found near the beginning of the program listing in the main
routine. 30
Pre-Run Check List
Before the program is run, the following checklist should be completed:
(I) The array, GAMMA, defined in the subroutine "SOLUTN", should be
dimensioned to have at least (N+I)2/4 elements, where N is the
total number of unknowns (= LTOTAL).
(2) For N = 260, the minimum memory needed is 40K (decimal). For any
other N, the required memory can be computed accordingly, based on
the change in GAMMA array.
(3) The root and tip camber slope functions should be defined manually
in the subprograms ZCR(X), ZCT(X) respectively; otherwise the root
and tip camber ordinates should be read in. The camber slope function,
dZc/dX , is defined with respect to a unit chord length.
(4) Two temporary files or tapes must be provided, one being designated
as (01) and the other (02).
(5) Check input data.
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OUTPUT DATA FORMAT
First the title of the job and the input data will be printed in the
same format as it was input. If the job is an over-wing blowing configuration_
the computed jet entrainment will be printed after the fourth line of input
data as follows:
b-
XJET Downstream distance of a given cross-section from the
jet exit divided by the jet radius at the exit (ro).
RjE T the radius of the jet cross section divided by the original
jet radius (to).
DM Values printed are actually the nondimenslonalized entrainment
DX
function E(x) (see equation 33 or reference 20).
If the jo5 is with ground effect and the jet deflection angle is modified by
the program, the equivalent velocity ratio, the equivalent jet radius and the
estimated jet deflection angle will beprinted at this point. The first two
quantities are used to estimate the third one.
HALF SW the reference half-wing area
CREF the reference chord
LAST the number of wing vortices plus the number of outer jet
vortices.
JPANEL the number of outer (or inner) jet vortices
LTOTAL LTOTAL is the total number of vortices used which is also
the total number Of unknowns to be solved.
LTOTAL = LAST + JPANEL
If the job is an OWB configuration a note will be printed at this time
indicating the shape of the equivalent jet cross-section used for the inter-
action computations along with 3 parameters defined below.
i. x-coordinate where the equivalent jet properties are
evaluated.
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2. Equivalent Jet Radius: the radius of the jet at the
x location listed above.
3. Vo the velocity ratio of the equivalent jet.
V.
3
"" Vortex Element Endpoint Coordinates
(XI,YI,ZI) coordinates for the inboard enpoint of a bound vortex element
(X2,Y2,Z2) coordinates for the corresponding outboard endpoint. Wing
elements are listed first and then jet elements. The number
of elements listed should equal (LAST).
Control Point Coordinates
2 columns of control point coordinates, one _oint for each vortex element.
Number of points listed should equal (LAST).
Sectional Pressure and Force Data o
XV Percent chord location
YV Percent span location
CP the total AC at the given (XV, YV) point due to both wing
P
and jet induced circulation
CPW The AC that would occur at that same point for the wing alone
P
case
Y/SP .they-coordinateOf the chord in questiondivided by the half-
. span
CL The sectionallift coefficientdue to circulation(jet on), non-
dimensionalizedwith q c.
CM The sectional pitching moment coefficient about the Y-axis,
2
nondimensionalized with q c .
CT The sectional leading edge thrust coefficient, nondimensionalized
with q c.
CDI The sectionalinduceddrag coefficient,nondimensionalizedwith
33
q c.
CLW The sectional lift coefficient for the wing along case
CMW The sectional pitching moment about the Y-axis for the
wing alone case
CDW The sectional induced drag coefficient for the wing alone
case.
Total Force and Moment Data ,"
The Lift Coefficient The total circulation lift coefficient due to
wing, wing-jet interaction and entrainment (if any).
Total Induced Drag Total induced drag coeff, for the jet on case
Coefficient
CDIInduced drag = __ or i
2 TeAR
parameter CL
Total Pitching = Pitching moment coefficient due to all circulation
Moment Coefficient °o
forces, about the Y-axis. Nondimensionalized with CREF.
Note: In the case of OWB jobs, these coefficients reflect the total jet-
on forces and moments, but for USB jobs the coanda force and moment
coefficients must be added to these; see below.
USB Jobs
Coanda Lift - The lift coefficient due to the lift component of the jet
Coefficient
reaction force
Coanda Drag - Drag coefficient due to the drag component of the jet reaction.
Coefficient
The Coanda - Pitching moment coefficient due to the pitching moment caused by
Moment Coeff.
the jet reaction force (about Y-axis).
OWB Jobs
In the case of O.W.B. jobs the next three coefficients listed have the same
definition as the first three except that the effects of wing-jet interaction
have been ommitted from the computation. 34
The last four coefficients printed are due to aerodynamic forces and
moments generated solely by the wing without any jet effects.
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SAMPLEINPUT No. 1
* YC-14 [N GROUND EFFFCT WITH LAND[NG FLAPS *
1 1 1 1 ,-
o. o. 0.18274 i. 12. U.l_9 I._346_
2.412_ 12. 0.73861 1.35063
2 1 56. 47.
8.8107 1.472 O, O. 0°85328 1.35 0.32114 0.32114 --
O. I. 1.
1.8 33. _. I.
a ? 4 7 5
2 2 2
O. n.8 O. 0.123285 0.853285 0.9
0.123285 0.853285 0.9 0.246569 0.855285 1.6
0.246569 0.853285 1.8 0._613 1.09_759 5.1
0.598613 1.05_799 5.1 o.eo354 1.14251 o.45
0.8 1.3_93 O. 0.853285 1.3502 0.9
n.853285 1.3502 0.9 0.853285 1.351065 1.8
0.853785 1.351065 1.8 1.058759 1.354241 5.1
!.n_q7_o I._a_41 _.1 1.1428! 1.35554 6.4_
1._493 2.024 O. I._502 1.963657 0.9
i._502 1.96_657 0.9 1.351065 1.903313 1.8
1.351065 1.903313 1.8 1.354241 1.6o2055 5.1
1.354241 1.682055 5,1 1.35554 1.59154 6.45
4 7 2 2 2 4 ..
_.]232_5 Q.853285 0.9 O.
0.123285 0.853285 0.9 0.36
_._46569 0.85_285 1.8 0,36
0.246569 0.853285 1.8 O.
0.853_85 I._502 0.9 0.36
0.85_285 I._51065 1.8 0.36
_.85_285 1.351065 1.8 O.
1.3502 1.963657 0.9 O.
1._502 I,W63657 0.9 0°36
1.351065 1,903313 1,8 0.36
1.3_I065 1.90_13 1.8 O.
1.96365 4.76135 0.9 O.
1.q&_6_ a.761_ _-q 0.36
1.90331 4.70101 1.8 0.36
1.90391 4.70101 1,8 O.
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S_,_LEOUTPUT I(o. l
# YCmI_ IN GRDUND EFFECT WITH LANDING FLAPS
1 i I I
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
CASE NUMBER • i
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
INPUT DATA
O.O0000 O.OOO00 .18Z7_ 1.00000 I2.OOOOO .18_93 1.933_g
2._1230 12.00000 .738oI 1.35063
2 I 56.00000 _7.00000
8.81070 i._7200 O.OOOO0 O.OOOO0 .85328 1.35000 .3211_ .3211k
O.OOOO0 1.00000 1.OOOOO O.O0000 O.OOO00 O.OOOO0 O.OOO00
1.80000 33.00000 O.OOO00 1,00000
THE EQUIVALENT VELOCIIY RATIO_ VO/VJ_ AT FLAP HINGE • .195q_
THE EQUIVALENI JET RADIUS AT FLAP HINGE IN MULTIPLES OF EXIT RADIUS • 1.15813
THE ACTUAL JET DEFLECIIQN ANGLE IS ESTIMATED TO BE - 2_.@07 DEGREES
2 4 7 5
Z 3
Z Z Z 0 0
0.00000 ,80000 0,00000 .12329 .85329 .90000
.12329 .8532g .90000 .2_657 .85329 1.80000
.2_657 .8532g 1.80000 .69861 1.05876 5.1DO00
.6q8bl 1.05876 5.10000 .8835_ i.I_281 b._5000
.80000 1.3_930 O.OOOO0 .U5329 1.35020 .gOD00
.85329 1.35020 .90000 .8532g 1,3_I07 1.80000
.U532g 1.35107 1.80000 1.05876 1.35_2_ 5.10000
1.05876 1.35_2_ 5.10000 i.I_281 1.35_5_ 5._5000
1.3_930 2.02_00 O.O0000 1.35020 1.96366 ,gooo0
1.35020 1.96366 .gooo0 1.35107 1.90331 1.80000
1.35107 1.90331 1.80OO0 1.35_2_ 1.68206 5.10000
_,35_2_ 1.68205 5.10000 1.3555_ 1.5915_ b._5000
4 7 2 2 2
.123Z9 ,89329 ,90000 0.00000
w12329 .85329 ,90000 _36000
.Z4697 .85329 1,80000 .36000
o2_657 .85329 1.80000 0°00000
.85329 1.35020 .90000 0°00000
_85329 1,35020 °90000 .36000
.85329 1.35107 1.80000 .36000
,85329 1.35107 1.80000 0.00000
1.350Z0 1.96366 .90000 0°00000
1.35020 I.98366 .90000 .36000
1.35107 1.90331 1.60000 .36000
1.35107 1.90331 1,80000 0.00000
I.96365 _.76135 °90000 0o00000
I,96365 _,76135 .90000 ,36000
1.90331 %.70101 1.80000 °36000
1.90331 %.70101 1.80000 0,00000
HALF 5W" .88107E+01 CREF- .I_TZOE+OI
LAST,JPANEL,LTOIAL=
16_ 80 2_4
VORIEX ELEMENT ENDPQINT COORDINATES"
Xl X2 Y1 YZ Zl ZZ
,11716 ,23019 0.00000 ,90000 0.00000 0,00000
,6828_ .7_638 0.00000 .9000_ 0.00000 0.00000
,23019 .26267 .90000 1,17779 0.00000 0°00000
.74638 .75195 .90000 1°17779' 0°00000 0.00000
,26Z67 ,30294 1.17779 1.52221 0.00000 0.00000
,75199 °78886 1,17779 1,52221 0,00000 0,00000
,30294 ,33542 1.52221 1,80000 0.00000 0,00000
°75886 .76443 1.52Z21 1.80000 0.00000 0.00000
.335_2 .38079 1.80000 £.15998 0.00000 0.00000
.76_43 .79079 1.80000 Z.15998 0.00000 0°00000
°38079 ._5315 2.15998 Z.73409 0°00000 0.00000
°79079 .8328Z 2°15998 2.73409 0.00000 0.00000
,45315 .54339 2°73_09 3._5000 0,00000 0.00000
,83Z8Z ,885Z3 2.73409 3.45000 0,00000 0.00000
o54339 .63362 3.4b000 4.1b_91 0,00000 0,00000
,88523 ,93763 3,45000 4,16591 0,00000 0,00000
,63362 ,70598 4,16591 4,74002 0,00000 0,00000
• 93763 .97966 4.16591 4,74002 0,00000 0.00000
,70598 ,7513b 4,74002 5,10000 0,00000 0,00000
,979bb 1,00602 4,74002 _,10000 0,00000 0,00000
•7513b ,78643 5,10000 5,37824 0,00000 0.00000
1.00602 1,02639 5.10000 b,37824 O,O000D 0.00000
o78643 ,83643 5,37_24 5,77500 0,00000 0,00000
1o02639 1,05543 5,37824 5,77500 0,00000 0,00000
,83643 ,88644 5,77500 6,17176 0,00000 0,00000
1,09543 1,08447 5,77500 6,17176 0,00000 0,00000
.88644 .91735 b,17176 6.41696 0.00000 0.00000
1,08467 1.10242 6.17176 6,61696 0.00000 0.00000
,88044 ,92606 0,00000 ,90000 0,00000 0,00000
1,26886 1,27763 0,00000 ,90000 0,00000 0,00000
•9260b ,92bi0 ,90000 1,17779 0,00000 0,00000
1,27743 1,27766 ,90000 1,17779 0,00000 O,O0000
,92bi0 ,92614 1,17779 1,52221 0,00000 0,00000
1,27766 1,27794 1,17779 1,92221 0,00000 0,00000
,92b14 ,92618 1,52221 1,80000 0,00000 0,00000
1,27794 1,27817 1,52221 1,80000 0,00000 0,00000
,92618 ,94537 1,80000 2,15998 O,OOOOO 0,00000
1,27817 1.28176 1.80000 2,15998 0.00000 0.00000
,96537 ,97596 2,15998 2,73409 0,00000 0.00000
1,2d174 1,28765 2,15998 2,73409. 0o00000 0,00000
.9759b 1,01411 2.73409 3,45000 0.00000 0.00000
1,2874_ 1,294_7 2,73609 3,45000 0,00000 0,00000
1.01611 _.0522b 3.65000 4.16591 0,00000 0.00000
1,294_7 1,30168 3.65000 4.16591 0,00000 O,OOGO0
1,05226 1.08285 6.16591 4.74002 0.00000 0.00000
1,30168 1.30739 4,16591 4074002 0,00000 0.00000
1,08285 1.10203 4,74002 5.10000 0,00000 0,00000
1.30739 1,31097 4.74002 5,10000 O,OOO00 0,00000
1.10203 i.I16_o 5,10000 5.37824 0.00000 0o00000
1,31097 1.31373 5,10000 5,37824 0,00000 0.00000
1,11686 1,13800 5,37826 5,77500 0,00000 0,00000
1,31373 1.31768 5.37626 5,77500 0.00000 0.00000
1,13800 1.15914 5.77500 b.1717b O.OOOO0 0.00000
1,317o8 1,32162 5.77500 b,1717b 0,00000 0,00000
1,15914 1.17220 6,17176 6.41696 0.00000 0.00000
1o32162 1.32406 6.17176 6,41696 0,00000 0,00000
1.44811 1.44004 0.00000 .gO000 0.00000 0.00000
1.9Z519 1.87382 O.O00OO ,gO000 O.OOuO0 0.00000
1,4_004 1,43754 ,gOOO0 1,17779 0,00000 O,OOUO0
1.87382 1.85796 ,90000 1,17779 O.OUO00 0.00000
1.43754 1.43444 1.17779 1.52221 0.00000 0.00000
1,857gb 1,83830 1.17779 1,52221 0.00000 0.00000
1,43444 1.43194 1.52221 1.80000 0.00000 0.00000
1.83U30 1.82244 1.52221 1,80000 0.00000 0.00000
1.43194 _.42870 1.80000 2.15998 0.00000 0,00000
1.82244 1.80189 1,80000 2.15998 0,00000 0.00000
1.42870 1.423_4 2.15998 2,73409 0,00000 0.00000
1,80189 1,76911 2,15990 2.73409 0.00000 0,00000
1.42354 1.41709 2.73409 3.45000 0.00000 0.00000
1,76911 1.72824 2.73_09 3,45000 0.00000 0.00000
1,41709 1,41065 3.45000 4.16591 0.00000 0.00000
1,72024 1.68737 3,45000 4.16591 0.00000 0.00000
1,41065 1,40549 4,16591 4,74002 0,00000 0,00000
1,68737 1,65460 4.16591 4.74002 0.00000 0.00000
1.40549 1.40225 4.74002 5.10000 0.00000 0.00000
1.654o0 1.63405 4.74002 5,10000 0.00000 0,00000
1,40225 1.39974 5.10000 5,37824 0,00000 0.00000
1,63405 1.61816 5.10000 5.37824 0.00000 0.00000
1,39974 1,39617 5.37824 5.77500 0.00000 0.00000
1,61816 1.59551 5.37024 5.77500 0,00000 0,00000
1,39617 1,39260 5,77500 6,17176" 0,00000 O,OOOO0
1.59551 1,572Bb 5.77500 6.17176 0.00000 0.00000
1.39260 1.39040 6,17176 6.41696 0.00000 0.00000
1.57286 1.55886 6.17176 6.41696 0,00000 0.00000
•23019 .23019 .90000 ,90000 0,00000 .36000
,74638 .74630 .go000 .90000 0,00000 ,3bOO0
.230ig ,26267 ,gO000 1.17779 .3&UO0 ,36000
,74638 .75195 .90000 1.17779 ,36000 .36000
,26267 .30294 1,1777g 1,52221 .36000 .36000
,75195 ,75886 1,1777g 1.52221 .3bOO0 ,36000
.30294 ,33542 1.52221 1,80000 .3bOO0 .36000
.7588b .76443 1.52221 1.80000 .36000 ,36000
._ .335_2 .33542 1.80000 1.80000 ,36000 0.00000
o .76443 ,76443 1,80000 1,80000 .3bOO0 0.00000
°23019 ,26257 .90000 1.17779 0,00000 0.00000
,74638 ,75195 .90000 1,17779 0.00000 0,00000
,26267 .3029% 1.17779 1.52221 0.00000 0.00000
,75195 .75888 1.17779 1.52221 0.00000 0.00000
•30294 ,33542 1,52221 1.80000 0.00000 0.00000
.75886 ,76443 1.52221 1.80000 0,00000 0.00000
,92606 .g2606 .90000 ,go000 0.00000 ,36000
1.27743 1,27743 ,go000 ,gO000 0,00000 ,36000
,92606 ,g2610 ,90000 1.1777g ,36000 ,36000
1,27743 1.27706 ,go000 1,1777g .36000 .36000
,92810 ,9261% 1.17779 1.52221 .36000 ,36000
1,27766 1,27794 1.17779 1.52221 .36000 ,36000
,9261% ,g2618 1,5222i 1.80000 ,36000 .36000
1.27794 1.27817 1.52221 1.80000 .36000 ,36000
,92618 ,92618 1.80000 1,80000 .36000 0,00000
1,27817 1,27817 1.80000 1,80000 .36000 0.00000
,92606 ,92610 .90000 1.1777g 0.00000 0.00000
1,27743 1.27766 .90000 .i,17779 0,00000 0,00000
,92610 ,92614 1.17779 1.52221 0.00000 O.OOOO0
1.27786 1.27794 1.17779 1.52221 0,00000 0,00000
,9261% ,92618 1.52221 1.80000 0,00000 0,00000
1.27794 1.27817 1.52221 1.80000 0,00000 0.00000
1,44004 1.4400q ,90000 ,90000 0,00000 ,36000
1,87382 1.87382 ,90000 .90000 0,00000 ,36000
1.44004 1.43754 ,90000 1.17779 ,36000 .36000
1.87382 1,85796 ,90000 1,17779 ,36000 ,3o000
I,%3754 I.%3%44 1,17779 1.52221 ,36000 ,38000
1.85796 1,83830 1,17779 1,52221 " ,36000 ,36000
1,43444 1,43194 1o52221 1.80000 ,38000 .36000
1.83830 1,82244 1.52221 1.80000 .36000 ,38000
1.43194 1.43194 1.80000 1.80000 .36000 0.00000
1,822%4 1.82244 1.80000 1.80000 ,36000 0,00000
1,4%004 i,%3754 .90000 1,1777g 0,00000 0.00000
1,87382 1.85796 ,90000 1,17779 0,00000 0,00000 .
1,43754 I,q344% 1,17779 1.52221 0,00000 0.00000
1,85796 1.83830 1.17779 1.52221 0,00000 0,00000
1,4344q 1,4319q 1.52221 1,80000 0.00000 0,00000
1,83830 1,82244 1,52221 1.80000 0,00000 0.00000
2.07013 2.07013 .gO000 .90000 0.00000 .36000
2.82718 2.82718 ,90000 .gO000 0,00000 ,36000
3.89782 3.89782 ,90000 ,gO000 O,OO000 ,36000
4,65q87 4.65487 .90000 ,90000 0,00000 ,36000
2,07013 2.05151 ,90000 1,17779 .36000 ._6000
2.82718 2.80856 .90000 1,17779 ,36000 .36000
3,89782 3,87919 .90000 1.17779 .36000 ,36000
4.65487 4.63624 .90000 1,17779 ,36000 ,36000
2,05151 2,02842 1,17779 1,52221 ,36000 ,36000
2,80856 2,78547 1.17779 1.52221 .36000 ,36000
3,87919 3.85610 1.17779 1.52221 .36000 .36000
4.63624 4.61315 I,I7779 1.52221 ,36000 .36000
2,02842 2,00979 1,52221 1,80000 .36000 ,36000
2.7_547 2.76684 1,52221 1,80000 ,36000 ,36000
3,85610 3,83748 1,52221 1,80000 .30000 °36000
4,61315 4.59453 1.52221 1.80000 .36000 .36000
2,00979 2.00979 1.80000 1.80000 ,36000 0.00000
2,76684 2,76684 1.80000 1,80000 ,36000 0,00000
3,83748 3,83748 1,80000 1.80000 ,36000 0,00000
4,59453 4,59453 1,80000 1,80000 ,36000 0,00000
2,07013 2,05151 .90000 1.17779 0.00000 0.00000
2.82718 2.80656 ,90000 1.17779 0,00000 0,00000
3,89782 3.87919 ,90000 1.1777g 0,00000 0,00000
4,65487 4,63624 ,go000 1.17779 0,00000 0,00000
2,05151 2.02842 1,17779 1,52221 0,00000 0,00000
2,80856 2.78547 1,17779 1.52221 0.00000 0.00000
3.87919 3.85610 1.17779 1.52221 0.00000 0.00000
4,b3b2% 4,b1315 1,17779 i._2221 0.00000 0.00000
2,02842 2.00979 1,52221 1.80000 0,00000 0,00000
2,78547 2.76684 1.5222I 1,80000 0.00000 0,00000
3,85610 3.83748 1.52221 1.80000 0.00000 0.00000
4,61315 4.59453 1.52221 1.80000 0.00000 0,00000
CONTROL POINT COORDINATES-
XCP YCP ZCP XCP YCP 2CP
• 44414 ,45000 0,00000 ,82664 ,45000 0,00000
•49731 1,03180 0,00000 ,U5329 1,03180 0,00000
•51911 1,35000 0.00000 .85329 1.35000 0,00000
,54090 1,66820 0,00000 ,85329 1,66820 0,00000
•56621 I,g6340 0.00000 ,86346 1,96340 0,00000
,61182 2,42124 0,00000 ,89197 2,42124 0,00000
•67773 3,08284 0.00000 ,93316 3,08284 0,00000
,75088 3.81716 0,00000 ,g7888 3.81716 0,00000
•815d0 4.47870 0.00000 1.02008 4._7_76 0,00000
•862_I %,93660 0,00000 1,0_858 4,g3660 0,00000
,89153 5.22891 0.00000 1.06679 5.22091 0.00000
,92515 5.56641 0.00000 1.08780 5,56641 0.00000
.96671 5.98359 0.00000 1.11377 5,98359 0.00000
1.00033 6.32109 0.00000 1.13478 6.32109 0.00000
1.08820 .45000 0.00000 1.34975 ,45000 0.00000
I.I0181 1.03180 0.00000 1,35033 1.03180 0.00000
1.10196 1.35000 0,00000 1.35083 1,35000 0,00000
1,10211 1.66820 0,00000 1.35094 1,06820 0,00000
1,10734 1,96340 0.00000 1.35121 1.90340 0,00000
1.12181 2.42124 0.00000 1,3516b 2.42124 0.00000
1,14273 3,08284 0.00000 1.35230 3,08284 0,00000
1.16594 3.81716 0.00000 1.35301 3.81716 0.00000
1,1868b 4.47876 0.00000 1,35364 4,47876 0.00000
1,20133 4,93660 0,00000 1,35408 4.93660 0,00000
1.21058 5.22891 0.00000 1,35437 5.22891 0.00000
1,22124 5.b6041 0.00000 1.35469 5.b6641 0.00000
1.23443 5.98359 0.00000 1.35509 5.98359 0.00000
1.24510 6.32109 0.00000 1.35542 6.32109 0.00000
1,67179 .45000 0.00000 1.99383 .45000 0.00000
1.85257 1.03180 0.00000 1.95482 1.03180 0.00000
1.6_206 1.3_000 0.00000 1.93349 1.35000 0.00000
1.63154 1.66820 0.00000 1.91215 1.66820 0,00000
1.62179 1.96340 0.00000 1.89236 1.96340 0.00000
1.60666 2.42124 " 0,00000 1,86166 2,42124 0,00000
1,58480 3°08284 0.00000 1,81730 3,08284 0.00000
1,560_4 3,81716 0.00000 1,76807 3.81716 0.00000
1.53868 4.47875 0.00000 1.72371 4.47876 0.00000
1,52355 4,93660 0.00000 1.69301 4.93680 0°00000
1,51389 5,22891 0.00000 1.67341 5.22891 0.00000
1.50274 5.56641 0.00000 1.65078 5.56641 0,00000
1,48895 5,98359 0.00000 1.62281 5.98359 0.00000
1.47780 6,32109 0.00000 1.60018 6.32109 0.00000
,48828 .90000 .18000 ,85329 ,90000 .18000
,49731 1.03180 ,36000 .85328 1.03180 .36000
,51911 1,35000 ,30000 .85328 1,35000 .36000
,5_090 1,66820 ,36000 ,85329 1.66820 ,36000
,54993 1.80000 ,18000 .85329 1.80000 .18000
•49731 1.03180 0.00000 .85328 1.03180 0.00000
,51911 1.35000 0.00000 .85328 1.3_000 0,00000
,54090 1.66820 0.00000 .85329 I.b6820 0.00000
I.I0174 .90000 .18000 1,35020 ;90000 ,18000
1o10181 1.031bO .36000 1.35033 1,03180 °36000
1.1019b 1,35000 .3bOO0 1.35063 1.35000 .36000
I,IOZII 1.66820 .36000 1.3509_ I.bb820 .36000
I,I0217 1.80000 .18000 1.35107 1.80000 .IbO00
i,I0181 1.03180 O.O0000 1,35033 1.03180 0.00000
1.10196 1.35000 0,00000 1.35063 1.35000 0.00000
1.10211 1,66820 0.00000 1.35094 1,66820 0.00000
l.bSb93 ,90000 °18000 1.9b3bb .90000 .18000
1.6_257 1.03180 .3bOO0 .95482 1,03180 .3bOO0
i,b4206 1.35000 ,30000 .g3349 1.35000 .36000
1.6315_ 1.66820 .3bOO0 ,91215 1,66820 .36000
1,62719 1.80000 ,18000 ,g0331 io80000 .18000
1,65257 1.03180 0.00000 .9548Z 1.03100 0.00000
i,b4206 1,35000 0,00000 .93349 1,35000 0,00000
1,63154 1.66820 0.00000 .91215 1.66820 0,00000
2,37336 ,90000 ,18000 3.36250 .90000 ,18000
4,35164 ,90000 ,IUO00 _.76135 .90000 .i_000
2,36453 1,03180 .36000 3.35366 1,03180 .36000
4,34280 1.03180 .36000 4.75251 1.03180 ,36000
2,34319 1.35000 ,3bOO0 3.33233 1.35000 .36000
4,32147 1,35000 .36000 4.73118 1,35000 ,36000
2.32186 1.66820 ,36000 3,31100 1.66820 .36000
4,30013 1,66820 ,36000 4,70985 1.66820 .36000
2.31302 1.80000 ,18000 3,30218 1.80000 .18000
4,29130 1.80000 .18000 4,70101 1.80000 .18000
2.36453 1.03180 0.00000 3.35366 1,03180 0,00000
4.34280 1,03180 0,00000 _,75251 1.03180 0.00000
2,34319 1.35000 0,00000 3,33233 1.35000 0.00000
_,32147 1,35000 0,00000 _,73118 1.35000 0,00000
2.32186 1,66820 0.00000 3,31100 1.68820 0,00000
_,30013 1.66820 0,00000 4,709U5 1,66820 0,00000
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
ALPHA • 12,000 DEGREES
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
VORTEX XV YV CP CPW
1 ,05798 .06977 4,938%0 _.49174
•2 .33794 .06977 2.03630 1,80658
3 .43557 .06977 1.61966 1.41632
t • i .'
4 ,52701 .06977 1,35171 1.14022
5 .71547 ,06977 _.25255 1.04710
6 .95118 .06977 .55648 .43763
7 .05749 .15997 5.17628 4.91924
8 .33509 .15997 1.94055 2.13170
9 .43272 .15997 12.94878 1.83168
10 .62653 °15997 23.47637 2.76872
11 .71548 .15997 25.58114 2.64594
12 .95118 .15997 4.88929 .65845
13 .05598 .20930 5.49179 5.27058
14 .32620 .20930 2.03749 2.37103
15 .423U9 .20930 12.61774 2.13158
lb .02501 .20930 30.66566 3.27826
17 .71548 .20930 29.91524 3.15942
18 .9511d °20930 5.66084 °80458
Ig .05434 .25864 5.82602 5.61273
20 .31674 .25864 2.24051 2.52948
21 .41437 .25864 18.48643 2.31290
22 .b_338 .25864 24.75371 3.43344
23 .71548 .25864 29.31779 3.28769
24 ' .95118 .25864 5.09970 .87123
25 °05363 .30440 6.27956 5.86603
20 .31258 .30440 2.82792 2.63523
27 .41021 .30440 2.66803 2.40955
28 ._2267 .30440 3.83146 3.33918
29 .71548 .30440 3.65268 3.17765
30 .95118 ,30440 1.12738 .89520
31 .05363 .37539 6.60530 6.14539
32 .31258 ,37539 2.98516 2.75541
33 .41021 .37539 2.71678 2.50328
34 .62267 .37539 3.61212 3.39208
35 .71548 .37539 3.43112 3.21847
36 .95118 .37539 1.02036 .91740
37 .05363 .47796 6,83083 6.42785
38 .31258 .47796 3.03305 2,86224
39 .41021 ,477_b 2.73191 2.58819
40 .62267 .47796 3.57361 3.45521
41 .71548 .47796 3.37998 3.27261
42 .95118 .47796 .98585 .93773
43 .05363 .59181 6.85893 6.55002
44 .31258 ,59181 3.01201 2.89290
45 .410_i ,591_I 2.70518 2.60905
48 .02267 .89181 3.54252 3.47165
47 ,71548 ,59181 3.34801 3.28590
48 ,95118 ,59181 ,96614 ,93903
49 .05363 ,69438 6.61919 6.38674
50 ,31258 ,69438 2,86516 2,78002
51 ,41021 .69438 2.57079 2.50375
52 .62267 ,69438 3.42590 3.38113
53 ,71548 .69438 3.24046 3,20224
54 ,95118 ,69438 .91511 °89795
55 ,05363 ,76536 6,18823 5.99843
56 .31258 .76536 2.56704 2.49930
57 .41021 .76530 2,26844 2.21_79
58 ,62267 ,76536 3.08043 3,04784
59 .71548 .7_536 2,90735 2.88006
60 ,9_I18 ,?6536 ,77877 °?6599
61 .05363 ,81068 5.75794 5.59202
6Z ,31258 .81068 2,20923 2.15046
63 .41021 .81068 1.82115 1,77537
64 .02267 ,81008 1.47834 1.44702
65 .71548 .81068 1.32197 1.29526
66 .95118 ,_I068 .53080 .51966
87 .05363 .86301 5.09837 %,96020
68 .31258 .86301 1.79425 1,74582
69 ,41021 ,80301 1,40774 1.37001
70 ,82267 ,86301 °99004 °98398
71 .71548 ,86301 .84997 .82771
72 ,95118 .883@I .34788 .33889
73 °05363 ,92769 4,14762 4°04358
74 .312_8 .92709 1.33189 1.29704
75 ,41021 ,92769 1.01141 °98457
76 .62266 .92769 .67029 .65201
77 .71548 .92769 .56505 ,54947
78 ,95118 ,92769 .22698 ,22053
79 .05363 .98001 2°70343 2.64027
80 ,31257 ,98001 .68885 ,67130
81 .41020 .98001 .50200 ,48883
82 .62266 .98001 .32683 .31781
83 ,71_48 .98001 .27672 ,26894
84 ,95118 ,98001 ,I1796 °I1449
Y/SP CL CM CT CDI CLW _ CMW CDW
.05977 2.39685 -1.01035 ,62707 -.13161 2.11_35 -,8637_ -.11557
.15997 g.20264 • -6,80517 .71562 6.00533 2.55332 -1.17295 .39_75
°20930 10.87951 -8.29251 .77570 7.10137 2.8_719 -I°39351 °49090
.2586_ 11.13111 -8.22672 .84321 6°90405 3.01614 -1.51926 °48851
.30440 3.51999 -1.88996 .92170 °66753 3.19384 -1.68191 .37593
.37539 3,57576 -1.93452 1,01240 .34117 3.31949 -1,79805 .33250
°47796 3.63258 -2.04619 1.08172 .27053 3.44_93 -1.93117 .28729
.591BI 3.62100 -2.1512U 1.0B835 ,25414 3.48934 -2.08213 .26722
.69438 3.47233 -2.16881 1.01294 .27768 3.37889 -2.11585 .28321
.76530 3.151o6 -2.02546 .89206 .26812 3.07813 -1.9_265 ,26936
.81068 2.62123 11.67355 .78047 -.26075 2.55362 -1.63128 -.23805
,86301 2.10887 -1.34571 .62259 -.18825 2,05327 -1.30961 -.18840
.92769 1.59508 -1.06439 .42388 -.09610 1.55581 -1.01719 -.096_0
.98001 ,92471 -.61568 .20746 -,0155_ .90252 -,60033 -.01795
THE LIFT COEFFICIENT • 4.09698
TOTAL INDUCED DRAG COEFFICIENT • 1o26738
THE INDUCED DRAG PARAMETER • .07431
TOTAL PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT • -2.62551
THE COANDA LIFT COEFFICIENT, CLR = 1.06833
THE COANDA DRAG COEFFICIENT_ CDR = -1.11q7"5
THE COANDA MOMENT CUEFFICIENT, CMR • -,30907
THE LIFT COEFFICIENT FOR THE WING ALONE- 2.66469
IHE INDUCED DRAG COEFFICIENT FOR THE WING ALONE- .18863
THE PITCHING MOMENT CUEFFICIENT FOR Tile WING ALONE= -1.45559
THE INDUCED DRAG PARAMETER FOR THE WING ALONE= .02657
SAMPLEINPUT No. 2
. OVEp__T_,_-_LnWIN_ _QNFT_!IRATTON OF TN D-7367 *
1 1 i 1 o-
0.4 1.003 0.43026 0.8b91_ D. O.Ol3_b 3.0_396
1.7664 I0. 0.558617 3.08396
1 1 O.
12.99971 3.22804 O. O. -1.299 2.032 0.508 0.254 _-
1.5 O. 0. O. O. O. u.
5 5 5
2
4 0 m 0 0
-2.40778 2.1p077 O. -0.28884 2.96356 1.778
-0.28884 2.963_6 1.778 0.316967 3.20436 2.286
0.316567 3.20_36 2,286 2.855 4.214 4.416
9 3 a 2
-1.299 -0.2888_ 1.778 -1.299 0.316567 2.286
-0.29884 2.96356 1.778 0.316667 5.20436 2.206
2,96356 6,21596 1.778 3,20436 6.45676 2.286
48
SAMPLE OUTPUT No, 2
OVER-WING-BLOWING CONFIGURATION OF TN 0-7367
1 I l 1
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
CASE NUMBER • 1
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
INPUI DATA
._0000 1.00300 ._3026 o8591_ 5.00000 .01386 3,08396
_,76_%0 10.00000 .55862 3,08396
1 I 0.00000
_2.99971 3.2280_ 0,00000 O.O000O -1.29900 2,03200 ,50800 ,25_00
1,50000 0.O0000 0.00000 0.O0000 0.00000 0.00000 0.O00O0

































• 3 5 5 5
2
6 0 0 0 0
-2.40778 2.12077 0.00000 -.28884 2.96356 1,_7800
-.28884 2,9635o 1.77U00 .31657 3.20636 2.2dbOO
.31657 3.20636 2.2B600 2.85500 4.21400 4.41600
3 9 3 _ 2
-1.29900 -.28886 1.77800 -1.29900 .31657 202_600
-,28886 2,96356 1.77800 ,31657 3,20636 2,28600
2.96356 6.21596 1.77800 3.20636 6.65676 2.28600




A RECTANGULAR JET WITH LATERAL EXTENT EQUAL
TU THE EQUIVALENT JET DIAMETER IS USED FOR
INTERACTION COMPUTATION
NOTE. CHECK WHETHER THE WING 1S IMMERSED IN THE JET
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
0
THE EQUIVALENT JET PRUPERTIES ARE EVALUATED AT i.b_891
THE EQUIVALENT JET RADIUS IS .69329
• #
IHE VELDCITY RATIO OF THE EQUIVALENT JET_VO/VJ, IS .66256
_DRTEX ELEMENT ENDPOINT COORDINATES"
Xl X2 YI Y2 Z1 Z2
-2.235_2 -1.86613 O.OOOOO .3171_ O.OOO00 O.O00OO
-I,01001 -,70231 0,00000 .3171_ 0.00000 0,00000
,72300 ,9_368 O,OOOOO ,3171_ O,O0000 O,OOOO0
1.9_8_I 2.107_0 O.O0000 .3171_ O.OOOOO O.O000O
-I,86613 -1.33q56 .3171_ .76935 O.O0000 O.O000O
-.70231 -.26357 .3171_ .76935 O.OOOOO O.0OUO0
,9_358 1.2681Z .3171_ ,7b935 0.00000 O.OOOOO
2.107_0 2.33_iI .3171_ .76935 O.O0000 O.O00OO
-1.3395b -,B1298 .76935 1.22157 O.OOOO0 O.O00OO
-.26357 .11618 .76935 1.22157 O.O00OO O.UOO00
1.25812 1.57265 .76935 1.22157 0.00000 O,O000O
2.33611 2.5b082 .76935 1.22157 O,O00OO O.OOOOO
-,81298 -.6_370 1.22157 1.53871 O.OOOOO 0.00000
.17518 .68287 .1,22157 1.53871 O.OOOOO O.OOOO0
1.57265 1.79326 1.22157 1.53871 O.OOOOO O.OOO00
2.56Od2 2.71981 1,22157 1.53871 0.00000 O.OOO00
-.6_370 -.20692 1.53871 1.76205 O,OOO00 O.OOOO0
.68287 .6801b 1.53871 1.76205 O.OOO00 O.OOOOO
1.79326 1.93667 1.53871 1o76205 O.OOO00 O.OOO00
2.71981 2.82175 1.53871 1.76205 O.OOOOO 0,00000
-,20692 .13071 1.76205 2.03200 O,OOO00 0.00000
.68016 .96167 1.76205 2.0320_ O.O00OO O.O0000
1,93667 2,13635 1,76205 2.03200 O,OOO00 O.OOO00
2.82175 2.96711 1o76205 2.03200 0.00000 0.00000
._3071 .66836 2.03200 2.3219_ 0.00000 0.00000
,95167 1.26279 2.03200 2.32195 0.00000 O.O0000
2.13635 2.33802 2.03200 2.32195 O.OOO00 O.OOOO0
2.96711 3.11267 2.03200 2.32.195 O.OOOO0 O.OOOO0
._683_ .70512 2.321g_ 2.52529 O.OOOO0 0.00000
1.2_279 1.66008 2.32195 2.52529 O.OOO00 O.O0000
2.33802 2.67966 2.32195 2.5252g O.O00OO O.OOOOO
3,11267 3.21662 2.32195 2.52529 O.OOOO0 0.00000
,70512 1.158ug 2.5252g 2.91_98 O.O0000 O.O00OO
1.66008 I.uIBIb 2.52529 2.91698 O.OOOO0 O.O00OO
2._796b 2.75051 2.52529 2.gl_g8 O_O00OO O.O00OO
3.214_2 3.60978 2.5252g 2.91698 O.OOOOO O,OOOOO
1,16889 1.80592 2,91498 3.47065 0.00000 0.00000
1.81816 2.35727 2.91498 3.47065 0.00000 0o00000
2.75051 3.13700 2.91498 3.47065 0,00000 0.00000
3°40978 3.68835 2,91498 3.47065 0,00000 0o00000
Io8099Z 2°45290 3.47065 4.02631 0.00000 0.00000
2.35727 2.89638 3.47065 4.02631 0.00000 0.00000
3.13700 3.52349 3.47065 4.02631 0.00000 0.00000
3.68835 3.96692 3.47065 4°02631 O.O000O 0.00000
2.45296 2.85285 4,02631 4.36973 0.00000 0o00000
2.89638 3.2295_ 4.0Z631 4,36973 0.00000 0.00000
3.52349 3.76235 4.02631 4.36973 0.00000 0.00000
3.96692 4.13908 4,02631 4,36973 0.00000 0.00000
-1.25044 -1.25044 1.53871 1,53871 0.00000 ,77487
-.93651 -.93651 1.53U71 1.53871 0.00000 .77487
-.62258 -.62258 1.53871 1.53871 0.00000 .77487
-1.25044 -1.23420 1.53871 1.74205 .77487 .77487
-.93651 -.81534 1,53871 1.74205 .774_7 .77487
-.62258 -.39648 1,53871 1.7_205 ,77487 .77487
-1.23420 -1.21105 1.74205 2.03200. .77487 .77487
-.81534 -.64257 1.74205 2.03200 .77487 .77487
-.396_8 -.07408 1.74205 2.03200 .77487 .77487
-1.21105 -1.18791 2.03200 2.32195 .77487 .77487
-.64257 -.46979 2.03200 2,32195 .77487 .77487
-.07408 .24832 2.03200 2.32195 .77487 .77487
-1.18791 -1.17167 2.32195 2,52529 .77487 .77487
-.46979 -.34863 2,32195 2.52529 .77487 .774B7
,24832 .47442 2,32195 2,52529 .77487 .77487
-1.17167 -I,]7167 2,52529 2.52529 .77487 0.00000
-,34863 -,34863 2.52529. " Z.52529 .77487 0.00000
.47442 .47442 2.52529 2.52529 .77487 0.00000
-1.25044 -1.23420 1.53871 1.74205 0,00000 0.00000
-.93651 -.81534 1.53871 1.74205 0,00000 0.00000
-,62258 -,39648 1.53871 1.74209 0.00000 0,00000
-1.23420 -1.21105 1.74205 2.03200 0.00000 0.00000
-.81534 -.64297 • 1.74205 2,03200 0.00000 O.OOOO0
-,39648 -.07408 1.74205 2,03200 0.00000 0.00000
-1.21105 -1.18791 2.03200 2.32195 0.00000 0.00000
-.642_7 -o46979 2.03200 2.32129 0,00000 0,00000
-.07408 .24832 2.03200 2.3219_ 0.00000 0,00000
-1.18791 -1.17167 2.32195 2.92529 0,00000 0.00000 o
-.46979 -.34863 2.32195 2.52929 0,00000 0.00000
,24832 .47442 2.32195 2.52529 O.OOd_O 0.00000
-,44369 -.44369 1.5387! 1.53871 O.O0000 ,77487
•48287 ,46287 1,53871 I, b3871 0,00000 ,77487
1,79324 1,79324 1,53871 1,53871 0,00000 ,77487
2,71981 2,71981 1,53871 1,53871 0,00000 ,77487
-.44369 -°20692 1.53871 1.7420b ,77487 .77487
,48287 ,6_016 1,53871 1,74205 °7?487 .77487
1.79324 1.93407 1.53871 1.74205 .77487 °77487
2,71981 2,82175 1.93871 1,74205 ,77487 ,77487
--.20692 .13071 1.74205 2.03200 .77487 .77487
,bBOIb ,96147 1.74205 2,83200 ,77487 ,77467
1,93467 2,13635 1,74205 2,03200 ,774d7 ,77487
2.82175 2,g6711 1,74205 2.03200 .77487 ,77487
.13071 ,46834 2,03200 2,32195 ,77487 ,774d7
•96147 1,24279 2,03200 2,32195 ,77487 ,77487
2,13635 2,33802 2,03200 2,32195 ,77487 °77487
2,90711 3,11247 2,03200 2,32195 ,77487 ,77487
,46834 ,70512 2,32195 2.52529 .77487 ,77487
1.24279 1.4400U 2.32195 2.52529 .77487 .774_7
2.33802 2.4794b 2.32195 2.52529 ,77487 .77487
3.11247 3.21442 2.32195 2.52529 .77487 .77487
,70512 .70512 2.52529 2.52529 .77487 0.00000
1.44008 1.44008 2.52529 2.52529 .77487 0.0o000
2.47946 2.4794b 2.52529 2.52529 .77487 0.00o00
3.21442 3.21442 2.52529 2.52529 .77487 0.00000
-.44369 -.2069_ I._3871 1,74205 0.00000 0,00000
•48287 ,6801b 1,53871 1,74205 0,00000 0,00000
1.79324 1,93467 1,53_71 1,74205 0,00000 0.00000
2.71981 2.82175 1.53871 1.74205 0,00000 0.00000
-.20692 .13071 1.74205 2.03200 0.00000 0.00000
•68016 .96147 1.74205 2.03200 0,00000 0.00000
1,93467 2.13635 1.74205 2.03200 0.00000 0,00000
2.82175 2,96711 1.74205 2.03200 0.00000 0.00000
,13071 ,46834 2,03200 2,32195 0,00000 0,00000
,96147 1,2427_ 2,03200 2°32195 0.00000 0,00000
2.13635 2,33802 2.03200 2.32195 0,00000 0.0000_
2.96711 3.11247 2.03200 2.32195 0.00000 0.00000
•46834 ,70512 2.32195 2.52529 0,00000 0.00000
1.2427_ 1.44008 2.321g5 2.5252g 0,00000 0.00000
2.33802 2,4794b 2.32195 2.52529 0.00000 . 0,00000
3.11247 3,21442 2,32195 2.52529 0.00000 0.00000
3,32643 3,32643 1,53871 1,53871 _,00000 ,77487
5,62623 5,62623 1,53871 1,53871 0,00000 ,77487
3,32643 3.42282 1,53871 1.74205 ,77487 .77487
5,62623 5,72262 1.53U71 1.74205 .77487 .774d7
3.42282 3.56026 1.7420_ 2.03200 .774_7 .77,_7
5.72262 5.06000 1.74205 2.03200 .77487 .77487
3.56026 3.b9770 2.03200 2.32195 .77487 .77487
5._bOOb b.gg750 2.03200 2.32Ig5 .77487 .77487
3.69770 3.79409 2.32195 2.52529 .77487 .77487
5.99750 b. Og3Bg 2.32195 2.5252q .77487 .77407
3.7940g 3.79409 2.5252g 2.5252g .77487 0.00000
b.09389 0.09389 2.52D29 2.52529 .77487 0.00000
3.32643 3.422_2 1.53_71 1.74205 0.00000 0.00000
5.62623 5.72262 1.53871 1.74205 0.00000 0.00000
3.42282 3.56026 1.7420b 2.03200 0.00000 0.00000
5.72262 5.80006 1.74205 2.03200 0.00000 0.00000
3.SbO2b 3.b9770 2.03200 2.3219_ 0.00000 0.00000
5.80008 _.g9750 2.03200 2.32195 0.00000 0.00000
3.69770 3.79409 2.32195 2.5252g 0.00000 0.00000
5.99750 6.09389 2.32195 2.bZ52g 0.00000 0.00000
CONIROL POINT COORDINAIES-
XCP YCP ZCP XCP YCP ZCP
-1.58493 .14693 0.00000 -.02113 ,14693 0.00000
1.54267 .14693 0.00000 2.19042 .14693 0.00000
-1.16692 .53161 0.00000 ,29926 .53161 0.00000
1.76545 .53161 0.00000 2,37270 .53161 0,00000
-,bSOZ4 1.00710 0,00000 .09529 l,OOTlO 0,00000
2.04081 i°00710 U.O0000 2.59814 1.00710 0.00000
-.23223 1.39177 0.00000 1.01568 1,39177 0.00000
2,2635B 1,3g177 0.00000 2°78048 1,39177 0,00000
.02981 1.63292 0.00000 1.21652 1.63292 0.00000
2.40324 1.63292 0.00000 2.89479 1.63292 0.00000
°29782 1.87956 0.00000 1.62195 l. U7gb6 0.00000
2,54608 1.87956 0.00000 3.01170 1.87956 0.00000
°62911 2.18444 0.00000 1.67587 2.18444 0.00000
2.72253 2.16444 0.00000 3.15522 2.I0444 0.00000
.89713 2.43108 0,00000 1.88130 2.43108 0.00000
2,86547 2.43108 0.00000 3,27313 2._3108 O.OOOOO
1.19569 2.70584 0.00000 2.11014 2.70b_4 0.00000
3.02459 2.70584 0.00000 3.40337 2.70584 0.00000
1.70932 3.17852 0.00000 2.50382 3.17652 0.00000
3.29833 3.17852 0.00000 3,62742 3'.17_52 0.00000
2.3_420 3.76278 O.OOOO0 2.99044 3.70278 0.00000
3,63668 3.76278 0.00000 3.90437 3.7o27B 0.00000
2.85783 4.2354_ 0,00000 3.38413 4.23545 0,00000
3.910%2 4.23545 0,00000 4.12842 4.23545 0,00000
-1.11775 1.53871 ,38743 -.75526 1,53871 .38743
- 57402 1.53871 .38743 -1.08969 1.b3292 .77487
bTlOb 1.63292 ,77487 -.46174 1.b3292 .77487
1 016Z0 1.8795b .77487 -.45060 1.87956 .77487
16780 1.87956 .77487 -.92537 2.18444 .77487
17810 2.16444 ,77487 .19553 2.18444 .77487
85188 2.43108 .77487 .04235 2.43108 ,77487
4_947 2.43108 ,77487 -.82381 2.52529 ,38743
12656 2,52529 .38743 .b0175 2 52_29 .38743
-I.08969 1.63292 0.00000 -.67106 1.63292 0.00000
-.46174 1,63292 0.00000 -1.01620 i,_79_6 0.00000
-,45060 1.879_b 0.00000 -.16780 1.87956 0.00000
-.92537 2.18444 0,00000 -.17810 2.18444 O.O0000
,19_53 2,18444 0.00000 -.85188 2.43108 0,00000
.04235 2.43108 0,00000 ,48947 2.43108 0.00000
-.07256 1.b3871 .38743 1.13806 1.53871 ,3_743
2.34868 1.53871 .38743 2,850!3 1.53871 .38743
•02981 1.63292 .77497 1,21652 1.63292 .77487
2.40324 1.63292 .77487 2.89479 1.63292 .77487
.29783 1.87956 .77487 1.4219_ 1,879_6 .77487
2.54608 1.87956 .77487 3.01170 I.U7956 ,77487
°62911 2.18444 .77487 1.67587 2.18444 .77487
2.72263 2.1e444 .77487 3.15622 2,18444 .774_7
°89713 2.43108 .77487 1.88130 2.43108 .77487
2.86547 2.43108 .77487 3_27313 2.43108 .77487
°99950 2._2529 ,38743 1.95977 2.52529 .38743
2,92003 2.52529 .38743 3.31779 2.52529 .38743
.02981 1.63292 0.00000 1.21652 1.63292 0.00000
2,40324 1,63292 0.00000 2.89479 1.63292 0.00000
.29783 1.87956 0,00000 1.42195 1.87956 0.00000
2.54608 1.8795b 0.00000 3,01170 1.87956 O.OUO00
•62911 2.18444 0.00000 1,67587 2.18444 O.O00OO
2.72263 2.18444 0.00000 3.16622 2.18444 0.00000
.89713 2.43108 0.00000 1,88130 2.43108 0.00000
2.86547 2.43108 0.00000 3.27313 2.43108 O.O0000
4,47633 1.53871 .38743 b.102_3 1.53871 .38743
4.52099 I,b3292 .77487 b.14719 1.03292 .77487
4,63790 1.879_6 .77487 6.26410 1.87956 .7_487
_.78242 g. lb444 ,77487 6,40862 2.1U444' .77487
4.89933 2.43108 .77487 6.52553 2.4310B .774_7
4.94399 2.52529 .3U743 6.57019 2.52529 .38743
4.52099 1.63292 6.00000 0.14719 I.b3292 0.00000
4.63790 1.87950 0.00000 6.26410 I.U7956 0,00000
4.78242 2.18444 0,00000 6.40862 2.18444 0,00000
4.89933 2.&310_ 0.00000 6.52553 2.43108 0.00000
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
ALPHA • 5,000 DEGREES
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
VORTEX XV YV CP CPW
l .03dOb .03327 .55466 .53297
2 .30db6 .03327 .31487 .29304
3 .09134 .03327 .19362 .18808
4 .96194 .03327 .06992 .06924
5 .03U06 .12038 .67586 ,64303
6 .30866 .12038 .32142 .29846
7 .69134 .12038 ,ig132 .18791
8 .9b194 .12038 .06478 .06467
9 .03806 .22dOb .84434 .77634
I0 .30866 ,22806 ,33053 .30929
II .69134 .22806 .18079 .18348
12 .96194 .22806 .05858 .05967
13 .03806 .31517 1.01515 .86627
14 .30Ubo .31517 .32355 .32193
lb .69134 .31_17 .17149 .18088
16 .96194 ,31517 .05647 .05725
17 .0380b .36977 1.26691 .917U9
18 ,30_66 .36977 .47674 .33014
19 .69134 ,Bb977 .28746 .17957
20 ,gblg4 .36977 .11785 .05610
21 .03800 ,42563 1.30991 .96930
22 .30866 .42663 .45969 ,33742
23 .69134 .42563 .27107 .17708
24 .96194 .42563 .12635 .0544g
2b .0380b .4946b 1.29880 1.027J3
2b .30Ubb .4gq66 .46247 .3454127 ,b9134 ,49466 ,26593 .17378
28 .96194 ,4946b .12824 ,05252
29 .03806 ,5D052 1.23668 1.06U73
30 .308bb .5)052 .50937 .35017
' Jr •
31 .69134 ._052 .26907 .16995
3Z .961g4 .b_OD2 ,11744 .0_05_
33 .03806 .b1274 1.17011 I.I1778
34 .30866 °61274 .37977 °35774
35 .69134 .61274 .18117 .16708
36 °96194 °61274 ,05614 .04829
37 .03806 .71977 1.24057 1.L8776
38 .30Ub6 .71977 .38389 ,36642
39 .69134 ,71977 .16546 .15570
40 .g6194 .71977 .04504 .041vg
41 .03_06 .U5208 1.27622 1.23170
....... _2 ............... 3.}.0996 ................ "9_999 .............. "359_5 .339_7
_3 .69134 ._2o8 .zz_2e ,Izzu8
44 .96194 .G5208 .02907 .02761
45 .03806 .95912 I,12402 1.09053
46 .30866 .95912 .16695 .Ibl19
47 .09134 .95912 .04529 .04331
4_ .96194 ,95912 .01122 .01068
Y/SP CL CM CT CDI CLW CMW CDW
03327 .27768 ,05924 °00447 ,oigdl ,26442 ,05562 .01888
.12038 ,29704 .03U39 .00970 ,01626 .28252 .03509 ,01_67
22806 ,32132 ,0073b .01538 .01267 ,30444" ,00337 °01304
.31517 .34142 -.02278 .02369 ,00609 .32149 -,02884 .01066
,36977 ,48434 -.08598 .00955 .03279 ,33174 -,05158 ,00943
,42563 ,48014 -.11759 .01149 .03047 .34114 -.07619 ,00782
.49466 ,47798 -,1608d °01240 .02937 .351q8 -,lOBbB ,OOSb2
.55052 ,48486 -,20104 .OOg04 ,03334 .35792 -,13575 ,00405
.61274 .3891" -.17980 .03277 .00116 .36683 -,16828 .00244
,71977 ,39414 -,23522 ,03589 -,00155 ,37572 -,22386 -.00063
.89208 .36g08 -.28078 ,03846 -.00632 .35521 -,27011 -.OU_3i
.95912 .24950 -.21922 .03251 -,01081 ,24147 -,21212 -,00991
THE LIFT COEFFICIENT - .35321
TOTAL INDUCED DRAG COEFFICIENT " ,01248
THE INDUCED DRAG PARAMETER " ,10004
TOTAL PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT • -,08710
THE LIFT COEFFICIENT WITH JET ENTRAINMENT ALUNE • .31601
THE INDUCED DRAG COEFFICIENT WITH JET ENTRAINMENT ALONE • .00741
THE PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT WITH JET ENTRAINMENT ALONE = -.07680
1HE LIFT COEFFICIENT FOR THE WING ALONE= .31057
1HE INDUCED DRAG COEFFICIENT FOR THE WING ALONE- .OO7bb
THE PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT FOR TI4E WING ALONE- -.07524
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CH(I<I(I=C(II-CI"(11-r(211<>('I.<;<>(I."Y(4.1<1) JSP
nn 1;>0 J=l.NJ JSP
MPtl~'FL= (1<-11 <H'J ....I-I .. TOt.N,,"!. J5P
"~ 00 T=I.? JSP
n I=K+ T-I JSP
~T~N=I. JSP
T~ (l<.n'.~'I;>.tI~I'.T.C"I1.11 l<T1=) J5P
TI'" II<::yv.Fr..C'I ~(' T('I 411 JSP
T~ II<TI.FI".I.(,p.I<Tl.I'"I'.21 r.r T('I ~O J5P
An Tn=('l JSP
TF" ( I( • -I') • N1? • II~: I" • I' T1 • - r.1 • 11 SIC.~' =-I • J 5 P
C'n~'Tp'I" JSP
I~ l'<tlo-r:"(~!1;>-lIoI'1P.:(T1.fl:'o~'I?1r.n TI) 70 JC;p
TF' CI<Tl.Fn.tJ?1 (:('1 Tn 711 J5P
yv=vc".I(Tll JSP
'77=vll.KT1)"~Tr.~' Jc;p
An Tn PO JSP
VY=-1. JSP
77=-vCI,KTII/V("ot<Tll JSP





Vt\, (~Otl~'FL 0 T1=VJ .. Pd<>VV J5P
7~1 wotl~'FL.TI =7,I .. PJ<>77 Jc;P
vl(=('I.<;<>(I ... V C4.1(11 J5P
IF et5v"oFr..C'1 vl<'=?o"yl(-l. JSP
XI"P r.,oA.:Fll =XXl Ill .. (XYL (;» -xxi (111 <>vl(+0'iI (JI <>1:1-' (KI<'I J5P
TF' Ctl0C:(V~'(','Ptl.FI.?I-V'.("PM'F.L.lll.L!:"o".onOll GC TO 1110 JSP
VI"O C"O!l~'-L) =YL (1) +VI<<> IVL I;»-YI (II I J5P
!I":O I':P H'I=L 1=7" r "0 A',FI, , I 1 + C7~ (~ P 11 ~ Fl. 0" 1 _'7" (r'p ANFL. 1 1 ) <> (yep (~'P ANFL 1-JSP
IV~'(~P""fL")I/Cv"('O~':I'"I.• ;>I-v~~WPAr'I'"L,ll) J5P
r.:r' Tn 1 1 " JS P
7C P 1~,Otl"FL) =7J JSP
VI":P l"o~r .. FL 1=yr' r' lOA' FL.l) J'iP
r.1'~·TP'IIF J5P

































































1 F" I c n ) • PS T I ;>n ) • ('1" I c<: I • 't \J I? (\ (\ I • Y \I II n f\ I • c: ", I P • Pl. X~, 120 n .21 • Y~' 120 (\.2) .7 JOF
?~I I:::> n n • ?) • \~ TnTI-J Ill) • V(,C~I I 2 C) • ~ '"r Fe I~ f\) .1-< 1I LF~ • C::J I" 1 • B ) • ~ x195. ?) • TxI Cl'iJOF
3.;».~rl1~n.C;).cTl1f.o. C ).I.('I:?) JOF
rr"',",(1'1 IAF0f'ol 1I .... 1.A.. ?Rl.p;>.CLI':lf\).("TI~n).rnI3n).r,A"'I?10f\) JOF
('""''''0'' IrO''';T I ~ICc: ••'C',' .~·I I P) .~:cJ .I\r J Ie;) • LaCT ."JI.l 13. C:;) .IJJ\.? 13. 'i) .JJOF




I.TF"o.Frp.r~.IJLF".ra"I. FT • "~I·TF"r. .rAIJTFT. x,J .V,J. 7J .PJ. Al.0.CeFF. TI~TC:TP JOF
rn~~n~ IPAoA"1 aLeT.8LPr.lILPc.rrF.crF.Tw.TrF.N('on.~Err,~T.ATT JnF
C(W"f'o'~ IrnC:T I LTrTlIL.1 OA"l .':,I'·'lc I .I.0ll~in • !p'n'.L P8N2.EXTT .PTYAL.TIolJOF
IT!T.nF(e;I.~Fo JOF











TF U"JI;».FO.O) ('('I Tn 30 JOF
TT=l.NC~ JOF
T~ 1"~1(3).~'~.(') "'('1 TC' ?n JOF
r ... r: c n=rl"ll).(':wITTl JOF
",,, T" 4n JOF
TTT=TT·~CS JOF
rHrpn=('1J I I) .('~ ITT) .I"'!-< ( r TT) JOF
r::n T" "'(\ JOF
r WCP"=('l-<ll) JOF
r". T n'I'~ JOF








rALL ',.iT"'" IA~I.1 OA"FL.IJ.~.LOH'I.1 P8"';>.Nr.PI'.HFT('I-T.AT,",) JnF
TF IfIlWI:::>I.F'".n, ",n Tl" 7(\ Jl"lF
TT=T"'.~r::~ JOF




















































































II" I APe:; I1.-rc) .1 F. n. nIl rll"=-1'F ttl ) +C7
TF IOTII\l..LE.n.nl.A~f'.,(".r.T.FCol1 Gn Tn 14n
II:' (PTIAl.t';T.(\.Oll ron Tn 110
n" I rJ.~'F .Mf::, r:(' T(' 14n
y'" IA~C;I'iC-l.).II'".n.nll ron Tn PI'
JI<=1
IF IN~1 1~1."E.1l.H'!'. I,J.GT.I PII~·I) JI'=?
Ml':"=TJ+INr.S-Ir:)",wIJwl+lr~-II"~~IJW+l1+1
xr.I=IXCPI~C'''I-)(L'''(rG)I/r~"cl'




II'" lTJ.C:I'".~'J"'1(1.ll1.A""'.TJ.I.F."J~'?11.l'-ll roC" T(" 13(\
I I'" I I J • r. I" ... ,J\.j 1 I? L1. I • H'D• I J • If • v J \oJ ? (? • L1. II r- n Tn 140
I'" IT,I.C:F.VJwll'''.lll.ANI').IJ.lE.''J~;;>I'''.l.Lllr.:() Tn 140
rA".=C7
r;n Tn Inn
rAIJ=rA"'TFo_ ICAt·'TFP-('A"TETl ",yep IT Jl /Io'II[ FI'l
r,n Tn 14n






















































WOYTI'" (1'\11 r~'"(")''''=I.JII JOFl"I'ln
IF' (TJ.r::F'.LoIlNI.Ar-.·r'.IJ.LT.Ll='H·?l ~'r.d'H(?1 JOFl1'lln
II'" !TJ.r,I'".LPA~'?~~'r..TJ.LT.l.PAr-.I'"LI ~:r.=~"~DI JOFIl'l?n
II'" (TJ.l='Q.~··J'~;:I1.Lll.IJP.TJ.I'"()."".J~12P.LLII 1I.=LL+I JOFIo:;-n
TF !TJ.Fr..t}J~i? (~.1l11 U=1.L"1 JOnn4n
TF' (Ll."T .NFC) U.=I JOn (\51'1
IF' lIJ.L T .p'GI r.n T('I Isn JOFIl'\fin
Ir.=1" .. t JOFIn7n
.... r.=~r. .. Nr. JOFIn~n
len IF' IIJ.F'C1.LPII"" .('11'. IJ.E(1 ..LPA~.r?1 yr.=1 JOFIOClIl
II'" I I~I.l'"n.Lcl\~:' .(\13 .IJ.F'f"I.LPM'?1 LL=1 JOFll11l!
TJ=IJ .. l JOFI11n
NJ=~J-l JOFII?O
II'" (LI.LI'".t.pl\tvF'LI r::(' Tf"I <:;1'\ J0F113n
Ir=Ir .. 1 JOF1140
c=~? JOFl1~n
yr.=1 JOFll~n
"r.=~',,,ell JOF11 7 n
"'''=~~'111 JOFIIAn
IF' 1.lI o c::e o l-C ?I.LF.I'.nl'lll 1'(1 TO 11'1'1 JOFllC1n





f1VFPLIIV 111c:qIr::I'".3.1'I1 JON In
pon"o~ .... JFTn~ JON "n
c Tn ~FT UP T~F JFTN' Y~'F'l1'F":(,F r(lE'FFTCIP'T lAlITPYCES JON 31'1
nT""I'"~c:IO~ A~!31'101 JON 40
r('l~~nN IcnnFI KCC'r'1'" JON 51'1
rn"'''''ON /r::F(1~/ ~IILI'"c:w,'CP(?OI'lI.vrPI?OOI.7CP(?OOI.xLF(snl.VLEI~nl.xTJON61'1
1 f I '51'1 I • PC; I I? 0 I • r~ (oe I .)( \I I ? 00 I • V\I 1100 I • SN ( Po • Pol • Xto. 121'10.21 • VN (?" 0 • 21 .7 JOr. 71'1
2"Prl'l.;:I.~'TnT~IQI.VrM'(2el.S~:FF'P(~1'I1.HaLFR.C:JI21.1'l1.Ex(c;S.?I.TXICl5JOIIJ PO
3.?1.S('11~1'I.C;I.C:IIl~l).51.U:(::n JON Cll!
rn nN IIIFor'1 t .... l.A~?PI.P?CL(301.rT(1nl.Cn('OI.GA~(2.10nl JON 11'10
r0 "MI Ir("~'C;T/ ,·r~.~.r~·.~·1IPI.~IC;J.r-.·rJ(C;I.LAC:T.~J"'1(3.C;I'''''JW?('3.SI.JJON110
lPIl~F'L.~JJ(C;I'~"'(~).~NJ.~JO J(lN 170




PI'"~IN" O? JON IPo
LP1=LTnTAL .. l JON lCll!
~J=LPII~IF'L .. ~ICJ(\1 JO~! ?nn


















I"'ALL "aTOI)' (A'oI.l TnTAl.LoH'~L'''''I'C.J'''COM.V,J'!P'''!.I~'N.LN.Lt''1.TF:",p.JON 34n
lLoA~11. !c::y.... I(r.nr~.FYJT.lP~·,~l JON 3'i0




\/VO= ',V'!e: JON 400
vJ=LT JON 410
TF (lJ.r:T.lAC:Tl I<'J=LT-JOMIFL JON 4::>0
rALL "ATOll< (A'·!.LTnTtll_.LC!\~F:L.lIvP.LJ.,~cn~""'J.TP"'I'!~'N.L~.Ll\ll.TE"",p.JON430
Il0t~1.!C:Y~.l<'crrF.FYJT.LOA~~1 JON 440
\·'C/TTF (/'Ill (AI·JI V 1.1<'=1.L TrTALl JON 4C:O





JF (I<'J.FQ ....JIl r:n Tn 31) JON 510
ron TO 41'1 J(lN 'i2n
JN~=TMN JON 'i3n
T~~=T~~+1 JON 540
IF (vJ.F~."'JJ(,'.'.·ll IPHI=1 JON '5c:n
IF (LT.r,T.lPA~'Fl.1 ron Tn "1'1 JON ~~n
IF (lI.Fn.k·J'''?(l.Lll.l'\o.LI.F(l.''J~'~(?LlllLl=LL+l- JON ~70
TF ILI.Fn."J"'?("1.Llll U=LL+I JON'ipn
IF ClL.l"T."FCl '.L=l JO"J C:Qn
IF CLT.r:F.LoA ... ,.H'r'I.LT.lT.LcAt-?l ",r:=."" (::>1 JON (:00
TF (LI.r::F.l°tl~'~.tI.'r.LI.LT.I.Ptl"Fll '!r-="\~(~l JON "'In
II" !tT.lT.'.·{:) 1':('\ Tr. c:;n JON f:?0
"{:=.. r:.~r:: JON f:~n
IF (LI.l"n.I.O/l':l.('\o.lT.F(;.LPH.. ?l LL=l JON "'4n
1"'''~'THI1,F JON "'<:1\
TF (L T.Fr..LTnT'" I ron TI'\ 7" JO~1 ,,"'n
I':('l Tn PO JON f'o7n
rn"'TTMul" JON 6~n
; IO"'T=1 JON fogn










TF ILT."'f).LT('\T~I) G" T0 c:n JON
T'" ILT.F().L~C;T) 1'(1 T" 1M1 JON
LT=LT+1 JON
Gn T(1 110 JnN
LT=LP~~FL+1 JON




J P 1=Jo-I JON
Ti=' ( ,IP • Fr. ".I J ( I." , )) t ri ] = L~' 1+ ] In N
Ti=' t,lo 1.F(J."JJ II ~') t"=L"+' JON






f "ATPTY t Aloi.L Tf1TAL.1 OA~'FL .V"II.! .'·r()N.~J. IP"'T. Ir-;"I.LN.L~Jl'''o\AT
1 TEtoIP .LOAN] • T<;v ..... K("I""F. 1':1 TT.I ot>~'?) ""AT
T(' t:''''''PIITF TI-'F. JFTC~, "'FLl!p'rF CrF"'FYCTFNT PAATPYCES toIAT
nY"'FN<;ynN AWll) ""AT
ny nJC:ICN "'I"'). \"11?) '''''AT
ny FNST()~ C;V(~I1n) ""AT
rn"'!oInN ,GFO"/ "'t>LFc:w.lrPli'l1nl.vrPli'On).7CPI?no).XLEI5n).YLEI~O).XT"AT
1 '" I c: (1 ) • PC; T I ? n ) • r I-' I 0 c: I • l( v(i' n n) • v 1/ I 1 (1 n) • C;~, I" • p ~ • 't'''' I 2" n • 2) • Y'" I 2 no. ?) .7"" AT
?N 1('(1 n. (') .l<' YnT'" (Q) ,vrr~' I?C:) ,C:l< F EP 15 n) ,~t>LFR.<;J / 21. e I • FY / Cl'5. 2) • TX 195""AT
3.i').C;("(I~".C;),SI(l1'I1. e ).lt:'(:) MAT
t:'(),-,IJ()~I /CO~IC;T/ ~lrC:.~Jcl".·J]IP) .~iC:J.NrJlc:).LAC::T.'~Jl<'113.5) .IoIJW?/1.5) .JIoAAT
l o :HIFL ....JJ Ie) .N~I (?) .~'''J.NJP "AT
C('I .... " n '" / S (" ~ "''' F / r ( ?) • I lIn. 4 1 ) • V tIn, 4 1 I • c:: L (1 P '" I 15) • XL Ii'. 1 c:) • YTTl 4 1 ) ,M AT
1'tLL(41) MAT
r f)" ~. 0 '" ,t> F 0 f) , A'0 1 , A'" i' • PI. n i' , eLI ~ n) ,r T ( : (1 ) • r ('\ I 3 0) • r. t> ~ Ii'. 1 0 0 ) "A T
rn!ol"0 N IPAPA"" AIPT,5LPC,IILoc::,('rF.<;nF,T~.TnF.Nr-pn,~Eyr."'T.ATT MAT











































































"J'"'= ("<:J.1 ) 1?1
II" I IC:Y').Ffl.1'I1 "J"'=~c:J/?
II" erc:vv.l"o.f'l) .'P=.'<:J-I


















TF (J.r-T .LPhNl .A.rn.J .LF .lPA'.'?) TC:.'=;>
IF (J.GT .LPA~:2 .A"·r .J.LF.I.PI\.'FL) I5.'='3





II" (J.(:I" .LOI\.Fl. dH'.J.l T ..... JJ (J.'n) I "'.'="CJ (INI"')
('I.l('pn=cl.l (Ill
IF eJ.f="n.LII r..n Tn c:o
r,n Tn f,CI
I<;.'=T<:·'·l
II =" J,) ( J I\!n I .1
.IL="JJeI~,nl-I
II" 1.'l.1"0.LA<:T11 (:" T" 70





VI ;>=v.' (J.2) -V.IIJ.l)
7I?=7~(J.;»-7NeJ.l1
nn "fOCI IT=I.;>





















































'Ill ~i=? "AT III n





~0 ?~n KK=l.Lr- MAT 87n
T~ I~I( .Fn.l) r.('l Tn 1nil MAT p~o
r.~=-1. . MAT p90
7C=-?*(7CPITJ)·~~Ir.HT).7rpeTJI MAT 900
Fr:r~=I. MAT 910
~n Tn 1111 MAT Q?n
Illn r.F=I. MAT Q3n
7r=7('0ITJI MAT 94n
Fr('l~=n. MAT 9~n
1I1' r.m'TpIIJF MAT 9f.n








IJlIl'll = I x?*x 1?+I': 1*V?*y 12+1'l1 *7?*71? I /0;>1'11-1 x1*x 12+"'1 *Yl oYI2+Rl 07-1 011 ?MATI nSn
II/oIl'll MAnn"n
r.lPl=11.-x1/ P1Pll/IYl"Y1+71*711 MATln7n
r.2 0 l=ll.-x?/C?1'l11/ev2ov;:>+7?*721 MATlnlln
IF 1I.r-T.Lol\t·~1l r.n T('l l':In MATln'1n
F1=\l1101* Il'C('l~'+XVKI *r:F/ALCll MATI Ion
F?=I-Y?*G?QI+VI*r-I c 11"r-f MATllln
TF IJ.(':T.loH'Fl.I r-r. Tn pn !oIATl1?n





r.~ Tn ;:>'0 MATI lAO
1'111 r:l)tlTT''1'~ MATI1'1n
T~ I.I.LC" .LPII"~I.) r.n Tn l~n MATl?I)n




IJU P?=(X2*X1?+P?*y?*v12+ P?07?071?I/Cl;:>Q?-(X1*xl?+P2*Y1 oY12+ P?*?1°712 MAT12Sn
11/0 11'12 MATl?"n
r:l P?=11.-X1/ P1P?I/(V1*v1+71*711 MATl?7n
r.?P?=ll.-X?/P?Q?I/[V2*v2+??*721 MAT12An











r.l p ;>=r.l P 1
rrWTTNIJF
T~ 1t.r.T.LA<;T) 1':(\ TO lRO
~1 :?=tIU P1~)(7'Jnl. PI
~1 ;>=IIII P I ~ (11r.n""+)(v"')/AU'l
r.1:?=7?~G?Pl-71~r-1Pl
r,12=-V?~<i2Pl+vl~r.lPl
TF (J.L~.LPM'F.'ll ron T(1 1611
Fi'~=IIIIP?~X7J/Al P?










F3=-F?:'l~V(4. IPW! I'" (-1 • I <>'HI+F??~y ~ ~. TOWl)
F4=r-;>~~Y(4.IPHTI~(-1.)~<>N+r.?2~Y(3.TPHI)






F1 =l!IJl'll ~vZ I IALP 1
IF (fXTT.LF.O.1'Oll (:1' Tn 1Cll
T~ (~I~IJ.Fn.l) r-r Tl" 10(1
T~ lTJ.GT.LPAr-I~L.H!I".IJ.LI"."'JJ(1) 1I'-'1I=1.
TF It J • r, T • L P A~. FL • At,-" •I J • LF • \.' J J 11 » T F.:~' P= 1 •
("M'TP'l!~
1";>=1'.








TI" (KK.Fn.;» <i(1 Tn 230
~(II)=(Fl+F?)~("~l'pn~c;N("T.TCN)/(P."'FN)
I~ (J.Lt' .LPAr-'Ft) 1:1' Tf' ;>40



































































I~ (J.LF'.LPHI'"I I Jd=J.?"JoA~F'l
T~ (J."T .LPA.'Fll Jd=J-1 PH·::'L.J"A~·Fl
A14 (J A1 =',1 (11.\·1 (? 1.1,; 1 (11.\, 1 (;:> I
<;\1(JA1=~1(11
IF (J.LF .LPA~FI I C"('I Tn ?~O
Jl =J-LPd.'F'L




IF (TIJ~C.t'F'.;:» r.I" TI') 3]r,
IF' (I.r:r.LodI\JFI .• A.:r..I.LF:.l~C;T) C"n Tn 2C11)
riO Tn 31n
nn 3nn K=1.JP4~~L
4 1.0/ (I<) =0.
CM!T I~IlIF
TF' (KcnnE".F.I).ol C"~ Tn 43"
IF' (III~C1.tjF.n.Mi[\.7JFT.C'T.n.r.1l (:n Tn 410
IF' (nFJ.LF..n.nnn]l 1'1" Tr 41n
I~ (~I~IJ.Fn.l.HI".T.U::.LPMJF'll C'C" H1 410
IF' (N~IJ.FI1.1.H'I".T.(:T.lPM!FLl r:C" Tn ~i'0
IF' (T. LF' • v J J (~" ) • r p. I • C'T .ld ~ T ) r- C" TC" 4 1 n
C'C".;T PIlIF
I~ (T.r.T.Ld<;T) r.~ T('I 41n
I ~ !T p ~ I • F" • ~'J IJ ) C" I" TC" 4 1 n
IF' cT~Y"' ••'F.O.H'I".JC:~I.F"'.11 ('(' TC 41n
IF' (Tn,",! .1_ T .~'JI-'l TL=!Pfo'!-Tcy,,"
IF (TPHI .('T .~:J~l Il=I0fo'I-.!Jfol
PF'.• rW' nll
IF' (~I.'J.F'0.!) "J~ll=loH:F:L
I~ (~INJ.NF: .1) .·Jt.'1 = .... JJ (.'11





























































TF (JJ.FQ."FI r.n Tn 330
TF (TlISP.Fil.21 I'XTI-'=f1Lx*PC;T (JJ10(l.lrMII
IF !T1I~P.NF.?l I"nl-'=I"Lx"PC;T(JJ1/TI-'
r.o Tn 34(1
1'10 TF lTllC:D.FO.?1 rXTr'=!"L x*pc;I (JJI *?*0.5/~MIJ










oFAI' (O?l (SV (Kl .1<=l.JPAI\'FL I




370 TF (IUSR.FQ.?l r'TH=!"LxoPc;TIJJ1*l'.*0.<;/CMU
TF (tlISP ."'F • 21 rxn'=r.l X<>PC; I I JJ 1*1'. <::/TH
1~0 ppnr=S7.x*rxTH




41 (1 ~nll:T TI\'lIF
IF'(FXtT.llO.o.nOll r.O Tn 4?0
IF 1""IJ.Fr..ll r.n Tn 4?0
IF lTJ.r.T.lPtl\'Fl.A~:r.IJ.LI".MJJClllV"'"=I.
IF !TJ.('T.lPA~n .AI\'f':.IJ.LF."'JJl111 TF",o=l.
4:: 0 ("'('I"'T P,l,F
4:'1(1 TI" IT.lF.lASTl ('('I Tn 70(1
IF (IP .... I .1"1'l."'JHl r-C' Tn fo40
TI" (I~v~.NF.n.a~f"I.TP""I.Fn.!1 ('I" TC ~41')
TI" I "11\' J • E'l': • 1 I r- n T C '30 I')
II" (TJ.r.T .MJJ ("'1 I I r.n Tn "III')
IF (IP .... I.~T.~J ..... A~C'.7.JFT.ll".0.(111 ~('I Tn <::00
IF I IP,",T .r.T .NJHl II =I\'JH
IF (IC;V"'.I"C.I').ANI'.IP"I.GT."Jr'l ll=NJH.l
IF (IPHI .IF .t\.J .... l ll=1
1\17=1
























































IF' (~'~'J.LF".~.,H'I".~'w I?).H::· .nl IP=~'?
TF' lOIN J • L1::' • ~ • A~' I" .~'.' I ?) • f ('\ • 0 ) I P =N 1
IF 1~1~IJ.r-f.4.iH'I".~I\oI(3) .~:F' .(1) IO=N:?
IF' 10IMJ.F(1.4.A~'f'••'Oi (3) .Fn.O) IO=1\'2
1)0 4Qn t-'P=1.~7






IF' (I<1.r.f.n) Gf"I Tf"I 441)














('10 4 nn L =1 .1( ~ I~
LL=K1+L
IF' IL.Fn.KK) GO Tf"I 460
AA=AA<>(XCP(IJ)-XVILI ))/(XVII(LI-XVILL1)
cn~'TTNIJF








IF' (1«(,,(,I"I".l"n.l)) 1:(' Tn ~40
I F' I 01 \., I ?) • F' '1 • n) ~. ~ TOT P = ~,(" ~
.F (~'\.I(::» ••'~.0.IIH'.~''''131.Fr:\.n) .'5TPIP=Nr.~"?
IF I ~I.I (3) • NF • n I 1\'5TO IP=~J("S"3
II" I IPI-'!.LT ••'JI-'l Ip=0'JI-'+1
IF' ITPI-lI.r-T.~·JI-l) TP=IC;y~"l
IF 1~lo'J.ft').ll r.n TO ~C;O
IF IIJ.r.T.HJJlo'I)) r-o TO cc;O
IF' I~INJ.F().?) r-I' Tn c;"'o




























































TF 1':>IJ.Fn.'3l 1-(\ T(' <:41l
TI" lIJ.r:T ....JJ( .. '111 r.() Tn <:10
TF c""J.Fr..4) r.(\ T(' <;?I)






























I< 1="JJ ILl ) _.'PH~r J (L 1) + (I<P-ll ~>.('J ILl) + I TO-II ~N(' J (L 1 )





C:II"J =C:l)'" 1 +c:v r T Al
SI,I"';>=SI!··?A~! I IPI
('ALL I"TEA (PFc:.w"W.K1.I7. TJ.Pl.Lll






























































Ir:' (L.~~.I<I<) ;'(1 T(' (-1"
I\I\=AA~(XCP(IJ)-YV(LL»/(YV(I<L)-IV(lL»
('n~'T I ~IIJF'
AW (I A) =111,) (I A) -,,,,., *AA-PF5*A(I*I/'·l!~'/u'I"TF'UP*<,.
















nn (-~n L=1 .J~'J
lL=I<·L




AI. I T II I = A\01 I r A I - AA"V~'II"V"'IJ"TF"P"c:l(
II" (I.F"n.,'c:r.".H'I'.I.LT.LT('TALl 'Arr,N=ucn'I.f\lCJ(L~I)
IF" (VrnI'lE.Fn.Ol 1'1' Tn 7<;n
II" (IIISr:l.~!F'.I'.~·~'1'.7JFT.I':T.r·.1'1) t'n Tn 7~0
Tr:' (""J.e:f:I.11 r-" Tn 7~n
lr:' cTJ.;.T ....JJ(~,l» 1'1' Tn "C:I'
Ir:' (!PHI .,-r:' .~'J"'l 1''' TI') "C:O
L 1=~'JI-'
IF crsv.... Fn.n) 11='·JI-'.1
II" (,",! (?) .F'iJ.r.) (:1' T(' 61'1"
IF" ("~!(31.F'n.nl r-n T0 1;7"
Ir:' (IJ.l'T ."~IJ (~.? I) 1':0 Tn 71 n
IF' cr J .(:T. I-'JJ (~':'ll) (:0 Tn 71)1'
II" (NMJ.F'Q.4) r-n Tn ",on
TF ('!~IJ.F"'.<;.II"n. IJ.GT .~'JJ (~WJ-411 1':(\ Tn "'00
G('\ Tn "'~n
IF crJ.t'T."JJ(~'?» r-I') Tn 7 0 n




























































TI" (~'~IJ.FQ.4.A~'I"\. TJ.C'T .""JJ (~:?ll C'(' T('\ 1,01'1
(:1) Tn 7<:0
IF (~I~IJ.Fn.i'l r-n Tf' 1,00








'<1 ='.' J'" 1 ( ::'\ • ",)0 I • ( TP I-' I -L 1- I c: V" I * ~I~I I: I -1
1<'~11":'!I., (:'ll




nn 7"10 L:1.l<r·· ..
L1.=;<1+L
TI" (L.F:(',I<I<I r-n Tn 721'1
AA=lIft*IXcoITJI-xvILLII/IVV(YLI-VVIlLI)
r. rlt,' T Pilll"
II,.; IJIII =A~' (JAI-AII*I/"'U*V"'\J*Tn,p*n, <:
Cn/\:TIMIII'"
II" (l<r,nI"\F,FO.nl r-C TI"\ 70n
TI" (7JF:T,r,T.O.(\1l (:Il Tn 700
II" (I"\FJ.LF .0.(\1'11'111 (;('\ TO 7<:0
IF (""J,FO,ll (:n TO 7f,n
I I'" (T J • L I" • " J J ( '., 1 I) (; n Tn 7 Q n
cn/\,T T"111"
TI" (TO~I.F(),' JI-'l r:r. Tn 7(1)
Ie- n<;y".'F.n,I"·I"\.TPfO!.I"f1.11 (:0 Tn 7 0 ('1
nn 7pn J=1 .JPA~'I"L
JJ=J.JPAt\I"L
TI" cTIISP,I"C'.?1 r.(' T(' 771'
<;V IJI =-II~I (JJI
'r:n Tn 7 p 0
<;11 (Jl =-AI"IJJII (TC',",C:::<>\I"'U*I/''ll)
II'~ (JJI =(\,
cn~'TpIIIF


























































*~~ (:,..vv/I MUST PF r'lJ"I'"'c:JnNI'"n Tn HAVF AT LI'"/lC;T (N+l1~~?/4 FLE~ENT~,
WHI'"PF " !c:: T~F "T7F rl'" T~I'" vATeTY ***
nTuF"~In~ r-AU~ft(lCnlnl




























nT"I'""c:!M! /11'/(::'''1), r~(30") SOL
nT"F'Ic;TI'1~! ('.~"I/Cr~"")' PHP'C2 c O) SOL




1F"(C") .PC::T pn) ,n-CO C ) .1(v(?nn"vl/(}on) ,C::'I(~,~) .lC~'(200.2) ,VN(?nn,") ,7S0L
n' ( ;> n n , ;:» • '" J r'l n· C~ , ,V r N I ( ;:: C I ,c::~, F I'" P (':' ") • '"' AL F R , C; J ( ? 1 ,A ) ,E lC (Cl 5 , 2) • T X(°5 C; 0 L
1,;» .C;C(ll',O,cl,C::Y (Hn,5) ,LCC"JI . SOL
rn""n~1 IO~PA~1 ~LOT,ALcC.ALos.rr.F,c::nF,TH,T~F,Nr-PO,HEIGHT,ATT SOL
co"",n>' /f.J:PClI AM1.A~,?Pl,p;>.Cl("Jn).rT('30).cnC:'lnltr,"''''(?,100) SOL
r:o"lJn" 11\1"01 rP(100),C"'(1n).Pcn.t<(l,),C;\~P(Fl,iC;),r-AL(30),tSY"",VMII.VLiSOL
l,TI'""p,Frp.rA"LFP.rA"LFT.C"'~TEP,C"'''TFT,lC.J,YJ,7J,PJ,ALP,CoEF,TwIc::TPSOL
rn~O)",1 /('0"C::T/ ~·('",~'C~I.~'l (~I.'.I"J.",rJ(c;l,LA<;T''''JW1(3,5) ,"JI>o?(~,5) .JSOL
IPH'FL,MJJCC) ''''~'(:'l) ,to;~IJ,IIJP SOL
cnlJ"nN /COc:T/ lTI'1TAL,LO/lMl,~J~(C),LPANFL,IF"NTN,LOAN2,FXIT.PTtAl.TWSOL
ITC;T.~F(C),"Fe SOL













IF ('1\,' (;» .En.o) NII=1 SOL

























































M~=",.II 1 I SOL 44n
Ol"tor' 11'1l 1~'~lTl.r=l.,JlI SOL 45n
yp=xr: o III '>Ol 460
y~=vcoll1 SOL 47n
o~pv=n. SOL 4pn
TI" ITlI<:n.~'I".I'.Il~'r.TT~I.E'~.1'1 r.o T(1 ?n SOL 4Qn
~dlL T~nvFL IXP.VP.XJ.VJ.7J.PJ.QP.P~oV.P~X.TI"UP.VU.PH¥.ISY~.NGcD.HSOL~nn
IFTr.~Tl . SOL <;10
"M'T P'l'l" SOL '5?n
AWIJll=AWIJll'ITT(I~l.P~oV/(AlP.. oVVl SOL ~3n
on ')1' T=l.LOH'1"1. SOL 'i4n
~~',·~·lltrl=-A'·lT"lI/A·"lll !'=OL c;c:n
MJ=IOA~FL-l SOL c:~o
nn ~n TJ=?LoA~I"I. SOL ~7n
ol"~r rOll rAI·'r .... I.I"=l.Jll SOL SAO
y~='tro(TJI SOL 5QO
yo=vrO(lJl SOL ~OO




1l'''(Jll=IlW(Jll.xTT(Tt~l.. P~PV/(ALo;.oVII) SOL ~51!
TK=TJ ~OL 6"0
CALL V~Sf(Hl (~'J.!K.IlI.,.r-A",uA.CAI SOL 670
~J=~J-l SOL ~PO
TF r!J.r.I".LcH·l.Il~'r.lJ.LT.LoAt-:?1 ~r.=NW(:>1 SOL 6qn
T~ lTJ.r.F.LP~~'?AH::.rJ.LT.LoAH:·I_l"(:=N'·~r31 SOL 700
TI" (TJ.l T.ur.) r.f' T(1 '50 SOL 71(1
T~=Tr..I SOL 7?0
ur.=~~.~r. SOL 710
Te" lTJ.FQ.Loe~'1.('!o.TJ.F(,!.1 PH'?1 1r.=1 SOL 740
r(WTT~llIe" SOL 7<:0
(l(1 70 T=I.LPAtFI. SOL 7"n
r.A ... CT(".T!=(:AI· ... A!T1 <;OL 770
TF PC:<:(Pl-o ?l.lF.n.n(l11 (:n T(' 110 SOL 711/1
Tr.=T("'l ~OL 7Q/I
00=0:> SOL linn
Te" IT("."T.:>l ~ro Tro on SOL 1l1n








PFA!" rOll (A~.('<).K=I.LTnTAll SOL Qnn
("ALL ~TQFA'" (t. I. p.., A.VMI.IC. T. TP"'I.I. PA~·e"L.Te"VP.I.PAI·I.LPAN? ISy .... I<r.nOI" .SOL Ql0
II"'tTT ....J.P~lMI <;OL Q20
103
~W{lOll=~LO~A SOL 93~
~o eln T=l.l. T(1T!o1 SOL 94n
Q(\ r,1I"'"I1(Tl=-l\\~lt"ll/A'·l1l SOL Qsn
~T=? SOL Q~n
~!=lTOTlIl-1 50l Q10
LT=Ll\~T.. ? SOL qPn
I!-I=~'\" WA l"~'JWI {~iA .~JPl-l SOL qqn
Ion ~J:L~ sOltnoo
IF" {U.r-T.LASTl I<J=l!-JoM!e:"L SOLloln
O~AI' {nIl (A~'(I"l.~=l.LTOTIILl SOLln?n
ClIll SToFA'" (ALO~A .""lIC.L I. yo ... ! ,LOIl·'f.L .TF.Mo,loA~'l,LoaN?. YSY,""l(cnnE50l1 n3n
I.F")lTT.·'J,pI-IP'l C;OLln4n
I~ (I"r(,I'I'".e:"~.nl r-" Tn pn C;0llne;n
Ie:" (77.(':,.n.1'11 (Of' TO l?n SOllMlI'I
C An"TT!(1MAL F".TF"P~AL F"l(1w nF~L~rTInN T~ IIllnWF"" JF" THF JET ANGLE 15 SOLln70
C r-o~ATF"P T"'AN TI-IF FLAP AN(':L~ PFrAl'c;F nF T!-IE ~~Ff.rT OF F"!NYTE TPAI- SOLln~(\
C LT~r-_FnAF A~r-lF"~, Fno THIN AIPFnIL5. THI~ rAN PF ELIMYNATEO qy SOllnQn
r TN~~CTl~A TI-IF" ~TIITF"~F~T, Ie:" {,rnrF.FD.Il An T(' ~3 SOLllnn
JF" (L!.r-F"."J\"I(,~:A.~Jol.II··"'.L!.LF'''Jw2{~IA''IJoll r-I) TO 110 SOLI 11 1'1
no Tn I?n C;OlIl?~
1lC'l JF" {LY .~:F. J!-Il r.n TO Ii'0 SOll13n
TF" «nF"J-TI'F"l.IT.n.l An TO l?n S0L114n
C7T=CAIITFP-(CA~TF"C-CAVTF"TloYCP(L!l/I-lIILFR SOLll~n
APA=I'I."*{~F"J-TrF".. r7Tl SOLl16n
IF (1/'·'lI.r.T .n.p"l ApA=APA* (l.-V'}11) '''I .1e; SOll17n





ClIlL '.IM~~n~1 {NT.I(!.AlN,AA·mA.CAl 50Ll?:tn




"JT="JJ (P'~ll-1 SnLl ?~n
TF" (~J.F('.I··J!l r-n TI" 14"1 SOLl?QI'I
r-O TO J~~ C;OlIlnn
14n ,J"'=l"'} c:OL131n
r~~=r~N.. l SOLl'?n
1"n T"" (I(J.Fr.."JJ (J"~ II TO"'Y=l c;nL 13:'ln
TI=' (L!.I='Q.LTOTAI.l cn T(' JI'.O SOl1341'1












~J r =~: T-1
T~ (LT.F(').LTnT~1l r.n 1'1' lao












",,,,v'/o (T) =r.II"tJA IT)
nn ?~n T=Tal~LTnTaL
J=T-F\
"/I,m II ( T) = (r,lIm ( I) +t; II'" (1. J) ) "Al.Pr.
~IPTTF' (nn (r. II l. (T) • T=l.L TI"TIIL)


























1"10 ?ao I=1 .LPA~It='L




















































("aw=("~"L~O c:nL 1ql n
("!WT=ra~LFT SOLIQ?n
("tLL TI-oOI1<:T IL T"T ~ ,_. LO A~'~l .r- AWI/o.r AU. L OA ~;1 .'/1). XJ. YJ. 7J. pJ. TFMD .r-IIL C;0L 1 Q30
l.r<:v~.LcAN?CAvTI snLI Q40
nn ~nn r=I.LPA~FL SOLI QSO
TP=T+TA c:oLIQ~n
TC=1 SOU Q70
~Iln r.A"l/olTI=r-A'·VP(TDI+r-~"cr(".r1 SOLI 9 "'0






C:Upon(lrp'F <:rOFa" IAI.0 ... j\.I/·;I:.T.TP!"T.Loa'IE'L.Tc: ....P.LPA~II.LOAN2.TC;Y .... I<c:::TI' In
Il:nr"F.F:QT.'·,J.pI-JT"1 STo t'n
C Tn r("'OIITF T\.lF 0II''''T'LlM:n <:ICoF "F TI-<F qUilL TANFC'US EOUATII1Nc:: C:To 3n
nH'pl<:T(),: 0I-JP'I1I STP 4n
("('''''(I'' Isrl-Jp'F I (" 1::1 .x (1 n.t.. 1) .y (1 ('\ .41) .C:Lno F (1~) .XL p, 151. XTT (41) ,C;To C:n
1~LL14l1 c:::TP ~n
l:r"tJ,'n'! II':FO"I \.l~I.~c:,".yCo(;>I'I'II.vro(?nnl.7("0(?nnl.xLE(5nl.Ylf(5nl.xTc:To70
I ~ I r: n I • DC: I P n I • ("'" ( 0 r: 1 • x II ( ? (' 11 I • Y1/ I 1 ('11'\ I • C:" ( " • l' I • x ~ ( 2 no. ? I • YN ( ;:: no. ? I • 7 c::: T0 fl n
?N (?nl'\.;> I .'. rOTI-J I'" I • YCNt (?c: 1 • ",.FFO (r: n I • HAL Fe. C:J (21 • '" I • F.:x (q '5.:?1 • TX (QC:STp Qn
3.;:> I • C;C 11 "n • c: 1 ." T (1 "n •r: I .1. (" nl' STp 1n0
I:ow ..n" IAFenl lI ... l.A'.;>.Dl.D;>.("l('n).("T(~('l.C!'(3n).r,M·(2.100). C;Tp 110
r(WWMI ICCWC;TI • ("" ••'n" .... l Il'l "·"J,'("JIC:l.l O<;;T,uJ"'1 (3.'5I .... J'~?(1.C;I.Jc:Tp l;:In
IOIHFL."JJ(c:I.~I,;I'I.~'·.'J.·:Je c::To 1~0
r.m','O·l 10AOO"1 III PT.Alo(".,'Lc".("r"F.c;I')F.TI-J.TnF ••.'('PO.I-'FHH"T.ATT C;TP It..n
PI=~.!41C:0;>~c: STo I~O
TII<:P=vrN' (4) C::To 1"'0
7 JFT=Y('(I" I?r: I STP 17 n
r.""=C111 c;To I"'n
T~ lTllC::P.FI".?) ""1'=1'1. "To IOn
"1=f-i'IJ-l c:TQ ?(\O
N?=~~J-;> c:::To ?In
", =, "~I-' STP ?? n
TF (·"'J.Fr..11 "1 =1 C:To 2~n
"JI-i=("C:J+ll/?+' C::TP ?AI'\
IF I !c: v '.' .FG. n) "~II-J=' C:J/'2 C;TP ;>C:n
'10=•..11-'-1 STP ::'"'n
IF (Tc:v".FI:'.n, 'P="JI-J C;To ?7o
~LO"'A=n. STp ?",n
IF (I .I':T .Lol\"!:1 I 1':(" Tn 1 n ~TP ?OO
r.n Tn ;>'0 ~TP 3nn
In TF (I.r.T.tllC:T) r.r T(' lIn STp 31n
TF (FxIT.LF.I'.nnl) I':n Tn?(\ 'iTP 3?n
IF 1"'!J.FQ.1I r-r" T(" "1' 5TP 1:n
IF (T.lC' ..... J,ICll.Hr.T.':.·.·J) ('r TC: ?~!\ C;TP :"l4n






~LOI-~·=/lLOT"VC1 • TC~ T)" (1.-1/""1
!F' C",rr.nF'.FI".(l1 ~I.p,,~=n.
TF' IT .... LI'".".r(1) I'~ T" 1"
y'" (yO,",! ."'('.~'Jf-I) I'r: T" Cl"
TF' !Tc;v.,.~rF.O.M·r.TP"'T.F".l) .. " Tr .,n
TF' ("'''J.F'~.l.~~ l'. T .r.T .'_P~'I'"I.) ~'-CI-~=~\.o"'A+rf"1F'<>11.-V"'1I1
T'" 1''''J.'''F' .1. a"f". T."T .··.IJ 1~'11' AlI=I-A=AI.0I-IA .. r.rF<){ 1. -V""I)
rnt\'T T~lll~
TF' (TI,c;C.Ffl.?1 r." T" 4n
T'" (AOc;("l-o;:I.,F'.(l.~nll ~r· TI" "r
('''''T T~II''''
(' ALL ~! (' C c: P r. (T. ~ l. 0 "" • LP A~: F" _ • Tr I-' T• L. C JH' 1 • L P A" , • "I'cr. Hf Y1'1-' T • AT T 1
ALe I-' a = AL P I-',~ + t L c ....
T'" Cl<'rl"f"1Cl'"(1.nl r-r TI'I ""n
T'" IF'YTT.L"'.0.nn11 (:" Tr ~o
TF' 1''''J.F'11.11 ,.." Tn ~i':
T'" !T.LF."JJ(Il.H,n.I.F'''.~AJl III0l-A=ALPl-'d/?
T'" 1 Y0I-IT .Fn."Jl-l f-r TO '''0
TI'" nc:v ••• "F. (':. tOIl". ICI-'T .F/'I.ll .. I" Tr '''(l
yF !TIlC:O.':F.n.d~·r.7JF'T.r.T.I'.(lIl r-r T(1 ",n
TF cCf'lF'.LT.'1.(l"011 1'1" Tn ':'0
TF l'I~'J.F(1.l1 1''' TI; 7(':
TF' cT.LF"·JJ(~111 (.:1'1 Tn ,10
y", (T0l-'I.L T .'lJf-Il TI.=Tc"'I +!<:V,,"
T'" 1 TOI-'I .r-T .~"J"l TL.=YCI-'I -~'Jt-+T<:V"
T'" 1"'IJ.F".11 "J':1 =LoA~'F,-
TF ("~:J."F.l) "J"l="'JJU'll




<;7)(=- (1. -V"I) I
T~=(rL-l)<>~rJ('~Jl
TF C'!"J.F'/1 .11 TC=L CA"fL+TI'+l
T'" ('J>'J."F' .11 IP=IlJJ ("1) +In+I
I"n Inn JJ=l .... '"
TF (dJ.F".'·"'l r-f" T" Pi':
T'" rTllC:O.Ff).?) rYTI-l:I"I.Y""<:TCJJl*::>./r,,"
TF (TII<:o ••. ", .:n rYTI'"=rL Y*,'C:! e.)JI *TFVC",/,.IIl<>I1""'/Tl-
1'/'1 Tn on
TI'" (III<:p."'f".?1 I"')i'T ..=rLY"Cl"'T(~'Jl<>?*"."/ru,!





























































no r"~'THiI'l" c;TP PC; 0
•-ITJ=T-~IP~.u:·L STP AIiO
TJ" (l<('rr'J".F0.01 (:(' Tn ;:>111 5TP P70
TJ" (J"XTT.LF .0.011 (:0 T0 PO STI) PA(\
IF (~'~'J.f:n.1) (:(1 TO 1:?0 STP Flq(\
!J" IIJ.AT.LP~~J"L.~~r.IJ.LJ".~JJ(II) (:0 TO ;:>10 STP oon
P(\ (,M'TT~IUJ" STP qln
IJ" I TI 'S r:l • ~! I" • 0 • ~ " n • 7J E: T• r-: T • f" • (11 ) I-r TO ~10 STP 0;:>0
Te:" C~"!J.I"n. .11 r-n Tn ?In STP Q~n
Te:" I TJ.r:T ."JJ C~:t) A(1 Tn -:lII1 STP q411
TJ" ITPHT.LF..NJI-') 1-1' TI) <'10 STP or:;o
L1=~IJIJ" STP Q"'O
TJ" eTC;" II • ~ (') • !1I I 1=~'Ji-'+ 1 STP Q7n
Te:" (~'I,' (?) • F.0.1) I 1-0 Tn 140 5TP qpo
TJ" (~,,~ (1) .F."r,.0 1 (:r TO 13" STP qoo
Te:" (!J.r:T ."JJ I~';:») 1:0 Tn po STP1noo
TF cTJ.C;T .'~JJ (~I:'l» (:(1 TO 1"'(1 5TPI01n
TJ" 1':"J.I"'l.4) r:n TO le:;O I ST P1 11 ?(\TJ" ("'~I J. F(l •.c:; • ~ "r" • TJ. r: T • ,. JJ (~"'J_4 I I 1-('1 Tn le:;o STP103n
r:r. Tn ?1(\ <;TPI040
1"30 IJ" (TJ.r,T .".JJ 1M ? II ron rr 1'" n <;TP1050Ie:' (~"'J.FC.:'l)· rol' Tn le:;o 5TP1n"n
IJ" C~I'IJ.f~.4.H,n.TJ.r,T."JJI"'3) I I'C T('I lC:;o STP1n7n
ron T'1 ?In STPl npo
140 TJ" ("'IJ.J"O.?I (:n Tn 1<:0 5TD10q(\
IJ" (""J. F'Q .1 • A.·I" • TJ. (:,T • ,. JJ I~!?) ) (:(' Tn 1C; o. ST~n 100 II
(:1"\ TO :?1° 5TPlli n l1<:(\ 1<1=~J~1 (1.NJP)+ITp~T-LI-Tc;Y"I*~~(I)-1 5T P112n I
"'?=I.('Cll.IPI-lI-I.1-!c;y'-A STP1131'1 I""'\0'="'., 11 ) 5T01140I:n Tn l el n STPllr:;n\Ii 0 I< 1=,. ,1'./1 I? "JP) • I TO~ T-1_ 1- ! c; y'" )<H'I·' ( ;:> ) -1 SToll,:,o
"'?=LC(?I.IPI-'I-LI-Tc;y~ 5TQ 117n
1<"',!="!\01 (? I C:T D11PI'I
(:n Tn l Cl O STPI1 Qn
'''', PO 1<1=~J~1 (3.~JP1'ITOHT-Ll-!c;"~I*"W(~I-l STpl?(\n
1(?=lr:n).IPHT-II-Tc;y,· <;TP121(\
"''''''='"., I1 I 5TP12?1'I
1"0 r""T T"II J" C;Tp1?~n
ALOi-'Al=O. 5TPl?4n
ALPl-'A';)=C1. ST012"'0
IVI ;:>00 1<1<=1 .... ·:~1 ST0 1?"'''
"'1.=":1·1< ... STP127n
AA=1. 5TD\?"n
nn 100 L=l.l<~v 5TP1?Qn
LL=n'L c;Tp130n
IF' (L.Fr.'.!<1(1 1-11 T0 1QO C:;To1~ln
AA=~A*(lrPIIJ1-IUILL)1/ClvC"'LI-IVILLI) Q P132n






















C:IIDprOT PIF TI-COr'C:T I L TI' T ~ C. L" ,H Fl. .(:II·"'!': • r. M·' .I.p ~ ~'I • VI'O.)( J. YJ. 7J. oj. TTl-lr:l III
l.r.~l.. TC:V".lol\~··?rt'lI.FTI THr:l "n
Tn collalllATF: T~F LF.~nT~'r. FI'r.CO T~Pl'C:T Tf.Jp 3n
r'H'I:""'J<:I(;" (;1\""1\(1). r.tL(ll . THp 40·
rIW"N' /SCf.Jq·f / C (?l .)( II (1.4 J ) .1' (10.41) .C:lI')PJ:: (]~) ,yL (2,] C:). )'TT (4]1. THo c;o
111'L1l41' . Tf.JP /,-(1
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